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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Wireless communication requires transmitting  many messages over a common 
communication channel. This can be accomplished by modulating each of the messages 
with one of a set of time functions which can be separated at the receiver, typically by 
correlating the incoming signals with a replica of the desired time function (fig. 1), 
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Figure 1. Encoding and recovering signals on a single communication channel. 
allowing each message to be recovered from among all the signals present in the 
channel. The functions commonly used are cosines, each with  a different frequency. 
When such signals are correlated at the receiver with a cosine of a fixed frequency, the 
resulting correlation between the receiver's local cosine signal and  one of the same 
frequency and phase from the channel is relatively large (.5) while the correlation of the 
local cosine with one of a different frequency is small, approaching zero as the time 
constant of the correlation increases. 2 
Code Division Multiple Access uses time functions which consist of a series of chips 
with values +1 or -1, at a chip rate many times the digital data rate.  These functions 
appear to be random, as it is impossible to predict the value of the following  chip from 
the values of the past chips without prior knowledge of the specific function and its start 
time, so to a receiver without this knowledge the signal appears as digital noise. A 
receiver with knowledge of the function and its  start time can correlate the incoming 
signals with a locally-generated  copy of the function.  Using the principle of 
superposition, the correlation of the local function with the desired signal will be large 
(equal to the number of chips being correlated) while the correlation of the local function 
with each other signal will be small,  so the desired signal can be extracted. 
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) is becoming a major contender for future 
cellular communications systems, and IS-95[1],  an interim standard for such systems 
proposed  by  Qualcomm,  is  a  major  contender  for  CDMA  systems. 
CDMA[2][3][4]  allows  many  separate  messages  to  be  sent  over  the  same 
frequency band by modulating the digital signal at many times the bit rate with a unique 
digital signature which looks like digital noise to any receiver which is not aware of the 
signature and its time phase (fig. 2). 
Signals from other users appear as noise which does not correlate with the replica 
digital signature in the receiver and is therefore rejected.  Modulating the data at such 
a high rate also generates a signal with a bandwidth much wider than the basic bandwidth 
of the digital, which enables the original digital signal to be recovered even in the 3 
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Figure 2. CDMA communications system. 
presence of frequency-selective fading, a common problem with cellular communications 
systems. [5] 
IS-95 defines signal modulation specifications for both the forward link (downlink), 
from the base station to the mobile station, and the reverse link (uplink) from the mobile 
station to the base station, and these are defined differently. Decoding of the downlink 
signal at the mobile station is a simpler task than decoding the uplink at the base station, 
primarily because the separate signals from the base station are transmitted in phase with 
each other, and since they are designed to be orthogonal, a simple correlator at the 
mobile station eliminates most interference. The signals from the mobile stations to the 
base station, however, are transmitted at arbitrary phase, both from the point of view of 4 
the carrier and the CDMA signature, and these phases are changing constantly as the 
mobile stations move. Thus, the signals from the mobile stations are not guaranteed to 
be orthogonal to each other, so decoding can be more difficult. This thesis proposes a 
new receiver that introduces enhancements to the decoding of the uplink signals at the 
base station, the more complex direction. 
IS-95 uses a complex precoding scheme to increase redundancy and reduce 
susceptibility to noise bursts (fig. 3). 
The signal is first convolutionally encoded by a 1/3 encoder with constraint length 9 
which generates binary output symbols at three times the basic bit  rate, providing 
substantial redundancy (fig. 4). Convolutional 9.6Kb/s 
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Figure 4. IS-95 1/3,9 Convolutional Encoder. 
As each new data bit enters the convolutional encoder it is combined with the eight 
previous bits in three independent linear functions, each producing a 1-bit convolutional 
symbol. These three symbols are sent sequentially at three times the original bit rate. 
Each data bit resides in the encoder for 27 symbol times and appears as an input in 18 
of these symbols. The redundancy in this coding makes it possible to recover the data 
even if some of the symbols output by the convolutional encoder are lost. 
To avoid the loss of data when a burst of noise causes the loss of several consecutive 
symbols, the symbols are interleaved to separate consecutive symbols in  the actual 
transmission, so a noise burst will not destroy consecutive symbols from the data stream 
(fig. 5). 7 
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Figure 5. IS-95 Convolutional Symbol Inter leaver. 
A frame, the basic transmission unit, contains 192 information bits or 576 convolution 
symbols. All of the symbols in a frame are collected in a memory and then output in a 
scrambled order, separating adjacent symbols by 18 symbol times. 
To further improve the effective bit rate for a given CDMA spreading  rate, the 
symbols are orthogonally encoded using 64-bit Walsh codes which generates 64 binary 
Walsh symbols for every 6 convolution symbols (fig. 6,7). 
These symbols are spread by the unique CDMA signature for this user, the long code, 
at the full chip rate of 1.2288 Mc/s, four times the Walsh symbol rate.  Finally, this 
signal is duplicated and each copy is separately encoded at the same rate by multiplying 
it by an additional signature. One of these signals is modulated directly by the carrier 
frequency and the other is delayed for half a chip time and the modulated by the 
quadrature of the carrier frequency, the carrier frequency shifted in phase by 90 degrees, 8 
28.8Ks s 
Walsh Code ROM 
307.2Kw/s
 
64-bit Walsh Code
 
Figure 6. IS-95 Walsh Code Orthogonal Encoder.
 
creating the offset quadrature modulation (OQPSK) of the final transmitted signal. This 
is the signal from which the data must be recovered  at the base station. 
The base station is responsible for demodulating and decoding the signals from all 
the mobile stations. For this reason, it is assumed in this thesis that the base station has 
a single radio-frequency (RF) stage which synchronously demodulates the RF signal, 
translating it to baseband in-phase and quadrature  signals, and making these signals 
available to a separate decoder for each mobile channel (fig. 8). 
The fact that the i and q signals are generated at arbitrary phase implies that the i and 
q signals generated by the mobile station we are trying to decode will probably not 
correspond to the i and q signals the decoder receives from  the RF front-end.  It is 
possible to recover the transmitted i and q signals using synchronous demodulation, 
which requires tracking the phase of the desired carrier (fig. 9), 9 
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Figure 7. Walsh Code (0,1 represent +1,-1). 10 
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Figure 8. RF Receiver Front End for IS-95 Base Station 
but it is also possible to recover the magnitude of the correlation of the transmitted signal 
with the desired chip sequences without explicitly recovering the signals themselves using 
non-coherent (envelope) demodulation (fig. 10). Non-coherent demodulation is possible 
specifically because of the orthogonal (Walsh) encoding and the quadrature modulation. 
While non-coherent demodulation may be simpler, as it does not require tracking the 
carrier phase, the sign of the signal is lost.  It shall be shown that this loss can be 
significant. 
Orthogonally coded sequences can be decoded by feeding the signal into parallel 
correlators, one for each possible sequence, and selecting the sequence with the highest 
correlation to the received signal.  The selected sequence specifies six interleaved 
convolution symbols which are then used to recover the initial data which generated 
them.  First, the symbols must be held in memory until a complete frame has been 
received, at which time the symbols must be restored to their original order so that the 
data can be decoded.  The decoding of convolutionally-encoded data is generally cos u 
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N
 13 
accomplished by a Viterbi decoder, which computes the probability of each bit sequence 
based on the received signal and selects the sequence which has the highest overall 
probability of having been sent. Viterbi decoders are reasonably well understood, though 
still the subject of research[6].  A major determinant in the quality of the Viterbi 
decoder is the choice of the probability metric used  to decide on the most likely 
sequence. Most Viterbi decoders receive a single signal and can readily  map the signal 
value into a "distance" metric, the difference between the  received signal and the 
assumed transmitted signal, which can directly be used to estimate the probability of a 
symbol's transmission.  In the case of the IS-95 uplink, however, the input is a set of 
correlations of the input signal with 64 orthogonal codes, each of which specifies six 
non-adjacent symbols.  Since the orthogonal decoding is subject to  errors because of 
noise and interference from other users, there is a chance that the wrong group of six 
symbols will be considered most likely to have been sent.  It is possible that this error 
will be detected by the Viterbi decoder, using the redundancy in the symbol strings (i.e., 
not all strings are possible, so the Viterbi decoder can determine that one of the symbols 
in the group was sent with a specific value). If the Viterbi decoder determines the value 
of one of the symbols of the orthogonal code's six  symbol group,  it might be 
advantageous to feed this information back to the orthogonal decoder, perhaps allowing 
it to change its estimate of the likelihood each Walsh group was transmitted. This would 
allow reconsideration of the succeeding symbols in the  group, and may improve the 
overall error rate of the decoding. This thesis exploits this possibility to design a new 
receiver which should achieve an improved performance over existing receivers. 14 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduces Code Division Multiple Access  and discusses several proposed 
methods for optimum and sub-optimum decoding. 
Chapter 3 introduces details of IS-95 uplink encoding and front-end processing of the 
base station receiver, and discusses why the proposed  CDMA decoding methods 
mentioned in chapter 2 are not applicable. 
Chapter 4 introduces the Viterbi decoder and discusses probability metrics for Viterbi 
decoding of orthogonally-encoded data as is specified in IS-95. 
Chapter 5 defines the metrics actually tested using the existing and proposed decoder 
designs and presents simulation results. 
Chapter 6 discusses the implementation of the simulations and the simulation results. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the work done and discusses future areas for research. 15 
Chapter 2. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 
2.1 The Basic Concept 
Code Division Multiple Access, also called Direct Sequence Multiple Access, takes 
a string of binary symbols and encodes them by replacing each symbol, or small group 
of symbols, by a string of binary symbols which have been generated to appear to be 
random. The appearance of randomness means that if one were to look at the string of 
symbols generated, without prior knowledge of the CDMA coding in use, one would not 
be able to predict any of the symbols in the string by looking at the other symbols in the 
string.  This implies an overall equal likelihood of a '0' and ' 1 ' value for each symbol, 
since otherwise one could predict a symbol with better than chance outcome by choosing 
the more likely value. The resulting string of symbols is longer than the string of input 
symbols which was encoded by a ratio, G, called the spreading ratio.  Using the same 
transmission modulation scheme, transmitting the "spread" string requires G times the 
bandwidth needed to transmit the original data, hence the title "spread spectrum". 
Shannon's channel capacity theorem defines the maximum amount of information 
which can be transmitted through a channel with a given bandwidth and signal to noise 
ratio. By increasing the bandwidth of our signal without increasing the information rate 
or reducing the signal power we are using only a small fraction of the available channel 
capacity. Other users, using a similar spreading scheme, can now take advantage of the 16 
remaining capacity, allowing multiple access to the same bandwidth. As the number of 
users increases, the effect on each user is to raise the apparent noise level, and eventually 
the apparent noise for each user increases beyond the level at which the channel  can 
support the information transmission for that user and the error rate goes up. In the end, 
Shannon's theorem defines the ultimate limit to the capacity of the band. 
2.2 Implementation 
In its implementation, each user in a CDMA system is assigned a signature code, 
typically a string of "chips", each having a value of +1 or -1, which is unique among 
all users, and which appears to be random digital noise.  Random noise has an 
autocorrelation which is large for no offset, but approximately zero for any non-zero 
offset, and two random noise sources should have a cross-correlation of about zero for 
any offset.  Therefore, if the received signal consisting of the sum of several of these 
signature codes, each from a different user, is correlated with the in-phase signature of 
one of the users, the correlation should reflect almost exclusively the signal from that 
user. 
For a correlation length of N chips, the expected value of the correlation estimate 
is +N if the user in question is transmitting its signature, -N if the user is sending the 
negative of its signature and 0 if that user is not transmitting its signature.  In some 
forms of CDMA transmission, to be referred to as sign coding in this thesis, the  user 17 
sends the signature multiplied by the bit value (+1) for each bit, in which case the 
expected value of the received signal would be +N for a 1 transmitted and -N for a -1. 
In other forms each user sends one of a number of different possible codes, with the one 
selected representing the information to be transferred.  In this case, the receiver needs 
to compute the correlation of the received signal with each of these possible codes and 
use the resulting correlations to determine which of the possible codes, if any, was sent. 
2.3 Interference 
In the real world, the correlation of the desired signature with a signal transmitted 
using a different signature is not usually zero, and this appears as noise in the signal 
which can lead to incorrect decoding. Schemes have been proposed to take advantage 
of knowledge of all signatures in use by the various transmitting users to try to reduce 
the impact of this interference. These schemes tend to follow one of three approaches. 
The first approach is to correlate the incoming signal will all the possible signatures 
and decode the data from each of the sources.  As each source's data value is 
determined, the receiver estimates what would have been the received signal from that 
source alone and subtracts that value from the signal sent to other correlators to reduce 
the interference. 18 
The simplest case is one in which the incoming signals are all synchronized, so each 
signature begins at the same time. In this case, all the correlations are computed at the 
same time.  The received signal is the sum of all the transmitted signatures.  Since 
correlation is a linear operation, the output of the correlator for the i-th  signature 
produces the sum of the autocorrelation of signature i times the value which  was 
transmitted (if sign coding is used) plus the sum of the cross-correlations  of the i-th 
signature with each of the other signatures times the value each was carrying. In other 
words, 
Ci=E a * r.. 
where ci is the correlation of the input with the i-th signature,  ai is the value (+1) 
transmitted by the j-th source, and ri; is the correlation of the i-th signature with the j-th 
signature. 
In matrix format, if  c is the vector [c1 C2  cJT 
a is the vector [al a2  ad' 
and  R is the matrix [rii] 
then  c = R * a. 19 
We want to determine the values of a so if R is non-singular we can simply compute 
a = 114 * c 
If the signals are all synchronized, R-1 is known in advance and this computation  can 
be carried out efficiently. If R is singular, R' can be estimated using a pseudo-inverse, 
though the signatures can be selected to guarantee the existence of R-1. 
In the more typical case, the sources are independent, and each different signature 
starts  at a different time, with the relative time shifts changing for different 
transmissions. In such a case it is difficult, if not impossible, to compute the correlation 
matrix R since an interfering source, j,  may be transmitting two different bit values 
during a single correlation period for signature i, one for the end of the previous bit and 
the other for the start of the following bit.  Alternately the interfering source may be 
transmitting the same bit values for both periods.  This would lead to two different 
possible correlations between signature i and the offset signature j, and for K sources this 
could lead to 2" different R matrices for correlator i for each possible  set of time 
offsets. If a signature is N chips long, there are N possible time offsets between  source 
i and each of the other sources, or NK-1 sets of time offsets. This makes precomputation 
of the suitable R matrix or set of likely R matrices nearly impossible. In this  case, as 
each user's signature correlation is completed, its contribution to the current correlations 
of the other signatures can be computed and subtracted from those correlators.  This 20 
scheme can  be very  costly  to  implement,  but  it  appears  it  is  still  being 
studied[7][8][9]. 
The second approach is to consider the N-chip signature as a vector in N space. 
Each signature defines a "direction" vector in N-space, and the correlator computes the 
projection of the received signal onto the direction of the desired signature.  If the 
dimensions are specified relative to a given source, a time-shifted signature from another 
source represents two possible directions in N-space, one if the two bits appearing  in this 
time frame are identical and another if they  are different. Note that changing the sign 
of any of the signatures simply reverses the vector, but the "direction" is still the same. 
With K sources, there are 2*(K-1) possible interfering directions in N-space for each 
correlator.  An algorithm such as Gramm-Schmidt[10]  can be used to compute a 
direction which is orthogonal to all these 2*(K-1) directions but as closely aligned to the 
desired signature direction as possible, and this direction would define a vector which 
when correlated with the input signal would produce no interfering output.  If the K 
time-shifted signatures end up being linearly dependent, it will be impossible to compute 
such a vector (analogous to the correlation matrix R being singular in the previous 
approach), in which case it is impossible to eliminate the interference, but this is a very 
unlikely situation . [11] 
There is a cost to this approach, other than the non-trivial  computation which is 
required each time a relative time shift changes. The new vector will most likely not be 21 
parallel to the signature, so the correlation result, which is the projection of the input 
signal onto this vector, will be smaller than the correlation with the signature vector 
would have been (by the cosine of the angle between the vectors).  However, any 
AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise, the traditional model for generic noise) which 
may be present in the input signal, will not be reduced, so the effective signal-to-noise 
ratio will be worse than before.  On the whole, though, the signal-to-noise plus 
interference ratio should be improved. 
Some preliminary studies indicated that it may not be necessary to make the new 
correlation vector orthogonal to all the incoming signatures, but only to the ones with 
large cross-correlations with the desired signature, potentially reducing the computations 
which would be required. Once the new correlation vectors have been computed they 
can be used until there is a change in the time shift of one or more of the sources. 
Finally, the third approach takes advantage of the assumption that for at least some 
reasonably long period of time the signal is cyclically stationary, since the  same 
signatures will be repeatedly transmitted with either positive or negative polarity. With 
a "stationary" process it should be possible to come up with an equalizer in the form of 
a transverse filter which tends to enhance the desired signal while suppressing the 
interference.[12][13]  This  equalizer needs  to  be adaptive,  since  the  actual 
"stationary" pattern cannot be predicted in advance and there are too many possible 
configurations to simply choose among a predetermined set.  The equalizer is also 22 
usually operated at several times the basic chip rate to take advantage of the fact that the 
different sources are not synchronized, so their chips arrive at different starting times and 
it is possible to use this information to help remove interfering signals. 23 
Chapter 3.  IS-95 (Interim Standard for CDMA Cellular Communication) 
3.1 General Background 
IS-95 is a proposed standard for a CDMA-based digital cellular phone system being 
considered for implementation in the United States and a few other countries. [1] The 
standard was developed by Qualcomm, Inc. which offers to license it to cellular phone 
providers. 
By ISO definition  IS-95  defines the physical and transport layers of the 
communication system.  Voice coding is defined in  IS-96[14]  and encryption is 
defined in IS-95 Appendix A[1], a controlled document.  IS-95 specifies frequencies to 
be used, bandwidth, including bandpass filter specifications, modulation technique, 
CDMA coding and lowest-level error detection. It also specifies protocol details related 
to establishing communication links, transfer of mobile stations among base stations and 
termination of communication. 
IS-95 uses a bandwidth of 1.25MHz to transmit CDMA information with a chip rate 
of 1.2288Mc/s. The bit rate of the digital information being transmitted is  9600 b/s, 
including overhead, so the bit spreading ratio is 128. 24 
This thesis is concerned with a the design of a receiver for the uplink signal. Within 
a given CDMA frequency band, each base station  is capable of simultaneous 
communications with up to 61 separate mobile stations.  In addition, an unspecified 
number of additional mobile stations can be registered with the base station but  not 
actively communicating. The communications path from the base station  to a mobile 
station is referred to as the forward path or downlink. Communications from a mobile 
station to the base station is on the reverse path or uplink.  The coding used in the 
downlink is different from that used in the uplink. 
3.2 Downlink from Base Station to Mobile Station 
The downlink coding is relatively simple. The data is convolutionally encoded using 
a 1/2 coder with constraint length of 9 generating a symbol rate which is twice the bit 
rate (2*9600 = 19200 symbols/sec). A frame of 192 bits (384 symbols) is computed and 
the symbols are interleaved to reduce the likelihood of data loss in the  case of burst 
noise. Sixty-four separate channels are transmitted, each using one of the sixty-four 64­
bit Walsh codes to spread each convolution symbol, leading to a chip rate of 64*19200 
= 1,228,800 chips/sec. Each chip is further encoded by multiplying it (XOR) with one 
chip from two different 2'5 chip spreading sequences, one for in-phase and the other for 
quadrature phase-shift keyed (QPSK) modulation in the transmitted signal.  Since 
adjacent base stations are transmitting on the same frequency band and using the  same 
set of Walsh codes, to allow the mobile station to uniquely retrieve the signal from the 25 
desired base station only, the timing of the quadrature spreading sequences and the Walsh 
code start time is sufficiently different from adjacent stations that there can be no 
confusion as to which one originated a specific signal. The Walsh codes are orthogonal 
to each other, and are all transmitted simultaneously, so a correlator in a mobile station 
looking for a specific Walsh code should not "see" the other codes, since they will 
correlate to zero over the full code period, adding zero to the final correlation output. 
Since each symbol is encoded as a +1 or -1, the sign of the final correlation is the best 
estimate of the symbol which was transmitted. Once the convolution code symbols are 
recovered from the correlator, a Viterbi decoder can recover the original data. 
The reason the downlink decoding is relatively straightforward is that all the signals 
are sent synchronously, so the orthogonality of the different signals is assured. 
3.3 Uplink from Mobile Station to Base Station 
Mobile stations transmit their signal independently of each other.  Since they are 
mobile, the relative time shift of their signals is constantly changing. For these reasons, 
it is not possible to define a coding scheme in which it is guaranteed that all signals from 
different sources will be orthogonal, or even have an easily- p:recomputed cross-
correlation.  Therefore, the uplink will require a more complex receiver/decoder to 
overcome these difficulties. 26 
The uplink signal is first convolutionally encoded by a 1/3 encoder with constraint 
length 9 which generates binary output symbols at 3 times the basic bit rate. A frame 
of 192 bits (576 symbols)  is collected and the  symbols are interleaved  to separate 
consecutive symbols in the actual transmission,  so a noise burst should not destroy 
consecutive symbols from the data stream. To further improve the effective bit rate for 
a given CDMA spreading rate, the symbols are orthogonally encoded using 64-bit Walsh 
codes, which generates 64 binary  Walsh symbols for  every 6 convolution symbols. 
These symbols are spread by the CDMA signature, and then further spread by additional 
quadrature signatures for offset quadrature modulation (OQPSK) of the final transmitted 
signal. This is the signal from which the data must be recovered at the base station. 
The above descriptions are slightly simplified, but convey the essence of the coding 
scheme.  Details which were omitted include power control, which over-writes some 
convolutional symbols in the downlink, reduced data rate transmission, which, in the 
downlink involves multiple transmissions of the data but at a reduced power levels and 
in the uplink involves transmitting data at the full data rate but only during part of the 
time, depending on what data rate is being used. The protocol for data rate reduction 
is somewhat complex, and does not directly affect the subject of this thesis. 27 
IS-95 defines only the format  of signals to be transmitted, and,  with few 
exceptions', does not specify how the signals are to be decoded and the data retrieved. 
This thesis proposes a receiver structure for the reception and decoding of IS-95 signals. 
The three approaches discussed in chapter 2 for enhancing the recovery of data in 
the midst of interference  assume that each new bit value is sent using  a complete 
signature, and that the signature is short enough to compute correlations efficiently. IS-95 
uses a signature of length approaching 257, or about 1017 chips, and uses a short portion 
of this signature for each message. Also, the actual value of each signature depends on 
a 42-bit number with 242 or about 4E12 different possible values. As a result, it is not 
feasible to compute any cross-correlations in advance.  In addition, each IS-95  source 
transmits one of sixty-four possible messages for each group of convolution symbols. 
With each base station capable of supporting up to 61 sources, the base station  must be 
looking for almost four thousand different signatures, with 256 possible time shifts for 
each. This makes application of the above approaches unfeasible for IS-95 base station 
applications. 
The principal exception is that the standard requires a RAKE filter with at least two 
taps to recover multipath information. 28 
Chapter 4.  Viterbi Decoder 
4.1 Convolutional Coding 
A convolutional coder is basically a finite state machine with the bit string as input, 
and convolutional code symbols as output. The next state of the coder depends on the 
current state and the input bit. The input and output rates are typically different, with 
more than one code symbol being output for each bit input. A convolutional encoder is 
described by the bit/symbol rate, e.g. 1/3 meaning 3 symbols are output for each bit 
input, and by the constraint length, which is the log2 of the number of states in the coder 
(or the number of bits required to implement a state register. 
The convolutional encoder used in the IS-95 uplink uses an 8-bit shift register as its 
state register, with the most recent bit being shifted in at one end and the oldest bit being 
lost from the other. Each of the three outputs per bit is computed as the exclusive OR 
(binary sum) of a subset of the bits in the shift register along with the most recent bit 
which is about to be shifted in, and the three outputs are generated sequentially. 
Decoding a convolutionally coded string consists of looking for the original bit string 
which would generate the final symbol string.  In effect, the decoder can simulate the 
encoder with all the possible different bit sequences and compare the output with the 
received signal string. An IS-95 frame contains 192 bits (576 convolution symbols), so 29 
there are 2192 possible valid outputs.  It is not feasible to generate all 2192 possible strings 
and compare each with the received string, so an incremental scheme for decoding the 
input is needed. A Viterbi decoder is generally used for this. 
4.2 Viterbi Decoder 
The set of all possible bit strings can be represented by a tree starting in state 0, the 
initial state of the convolutional encoder, and branching into two subtrees at each bit, one 
subtree representing all the possible bit strings with the bit values up to the new bit with 
the new bit having the value 0 and the other representing all such strings with the new 
bit having the value 1 (fig. 11).  If each branch is labeled with the likelihood that that 
branch was taken given the symbols actually received by the decoder,  and those 
likelihoods combined down the tree to the terminal nodes, this number would represent 
the likelihood that the string of data bits leading to that node was sent, given the symbols 
received. 
An IS-95 frame contains 192 bits, so the tree which represents all possible strings 
has 2192 nodes. It is not feasible to compute all 2192 likelihoods and then find the largest. 
Fortunately, with a finite constraint length it is not necessary to compute the likelihoods 
for all the possible bit strings. The constraint length defines the number of unique states 
the encoder can be in.  At any point in the bit string, all information about future 
convolutional symbols depends only on the current state of the encoder and the remaining 30 
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Figure 11.. Tree representation of bit string 
bits in the string. Therefore, once the tree has reached the stage where it has a node for 
each state, the next bit leads to two separate nodes for each  state, say nodes a and b, 
each with a different likelihood to have been reached from the beginning of the string. 
Assuming, arbitrarily, that the likelihood of reaching node a given the received symbol 
stream is greater than the likelihood of reaching node b. Each subtree extending from 
the identical states of nodes a and b will have identical likelihoods for each equivalent 
transition for the remainder of the tree, since the likelihood measures depend only on the 
starting state and the succeeding bit values.  Therefore, the overall likelihood of 
traversing the tree from the present node to the terminal node will be identical for each 
identical bit stream from each of the nodes starting at the same state.  If the likelihood 
of reaching the present node from the start is combined with the likelihood of continuing 
from the present node to the terminal node for a specific remaining bit string, then it is 
clear that the likelihood of reaching a terminal node from node a will be greater than the 
likelihood of reaching the equivalent (generated by the same subsequent bits) terminal 31 
node from node b, since it was more likely to have reached node a than node b to begin 
with. Therefore, the subtree extending from node b need not be considered, and the tree 
can be folded into a trellis structure (fig. 12, 13) with width  equal to the number of 
possible states in the encoder. This reduces the number of likelihoods to be computed 
to 2"e "gist" leagth, one for each possible state.  In the case of IS-95, with a state register 
of 8 bits, only 28, or 256 different likelihoods need to be computed. 
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Figure 12. State duplication in 4-state (2 bit state register) tree 
Figure 13. Trellis for 4-state (2 bit  state register) encoder 32 
A Viterbi decoder simulates the encoder state machine, generally starting in a known 
state and then keeping track of all possible transitions to all possible states. The decoder 
remembers only one history path to each possible states, the path which it considers most 
likely to have been followed by the encoder in generating the received sequence. When 
it arrives at the end of the input string it selects the most likely remaining path as the one 
which was transmitted.  In order to implement a Viterbi decoder it is necessary to 
explicitly define the criteria for selecting the most likely path. 
With 576 symbols in an IS-95 frame there are 2576 possible received strings,  most 
of which are not valid outputs of the encoder. When one of these invalid outputs is 
received the decoder must decide which of the valid outputs was most likely transmitted 
and then altered by interference or noise. To make this decision effectively a model for 
the interference or noise is needed. 
Most Viterbi decoders receive a binary threshold-based signal representing the 
sequence of symbols to be decoded, with a signal level above the threshold representing 
one value and a signal level below the threshold representing the other possible value. 
In this case, noise and interference are typically modeled as additive, and the likelihood 
of the signal representing one of the symbols is defined as a function of the difference 
between the signal received and the nominal signal value representing the symbol being 
considered. Thus a signal which is very close to the nominal value for a symbol has a 
large likelihood of representing that symbol, and a smaller likelihood of representing the 33 
other signal. The likelihood of a path is then the joint likelihood of each of the steps in 
the path. Looking at probabilities', the probability that a path was followed is the joint 
probability of all the steps.  If we assume that the interference and noise  are not 
correlated over time, that is that the  interference and noise at any time cannot be 
predicted by knowing the interference and noise at any other time, the individual step 
probabilities are independent, and the joint probability is simply the product of the 
individual probabilities.  Therefore, for each possible state in the encoder  the Viterbi 
decoder maintains the overall product of individual step probabilities and the set of steps 
(estimates of the original bits used to encode the symbols) most likely to have led to that 
state. 
Since probabilities are all 51, maintaining probabilities requires dealing with 
fractions which could become very small, requiring either floating point or very high-
precision scaled integers. Computing the new probability at each step would then require 
a multiplication of either floating point or large numbers. To avoid these problems, most 
Viterbi decoders compute the negative of the log of the probability. The log of a fraction 
Probabilities need to be more precisely defined than likelihood. The sum of all 
probabilities must be 1, so we cannot talk of inverses of arbitrary distances. In the case 
of AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise), probabilities can be defined by the probability 
density function or Q function based on the noise variance.  It should not be necessary
to go into greater detail here, since this approach is  not used in this thesis. We will 
assume that we have calculated symbol probability for the rest of this derivation. 34 
is a negative number which can be reasonably represented as a moderate-length integer'. 
Multiplication of probabilities can be replaced by addition of the logs, again simplifying 
the circuitry. The decoder selects the path with the highest probability by selecting the 
path with the lowest sum of the negative logs of the probabilities of each step. 
It is common for the negative log of the probability of a symbol value to be 
approximated by the square of the difference between the received signal value and the 
nominal signal value for that symbol.  This is a reasonable approach because the 
probability density function for a Gaussian distribution is  proportional to e 
With a convolutional code of the sort described here, each state can be entered from 
two possible predecessor states, one in which the last bit being shifted out of the shift 
register was a 0 and the other in which the last bit being shifted out was a 1. At each 
state in the decoding the decoder computes the probability (log probability)  of arriving 
at the new state from each of the predecessor states, and remembers only the path history 
of the predecessor state with the highest probability to have actually been in the encoder 
path. The probability (log probability) used by the decoder in each  step is computed 
from the actual received signal. 
If the base of the log is 2, any power of .5 can be represented by an integer. By 
scaling the integer we can represent a much greater range of fractional values. 35 
If the shift register in the encoder contains N bits, the encoder has 2N states.  Since 
each new state could be entered from two possible predecessor states, it is possible that 
the path histories of all the states could match except for the last N bits, which would be 
needed to split to 2N different states. Once the state histories for all the states match for 
some number of states, the bits most likely responsible for these matching states have 
been determined and can be output by the decoder. The decoding can effectively restart 
from where the paths first diverge, forgetting all previous information. In this way, the 
decoder can be reasonably implemented by limiting the path history being kept to slightly 
over N steps.  If the paths do not converge as expected, the most likely path can be 
output based on the number of states which followed that path, or the most likely of the 
final states, but the output will no longer be the maximum likelihood result. 
The essence of this thesis is the computation of the probabilities to be used in the 
Viterbi decoder, given that the received signal is not a series of signal values for each 
symbol, but rather a set of correlations which represent the likelihood of transmission of 
a set of 6 non-contiguous symbols. 36 
Chapter 5. Metrics 
5.1 General Statistics of CDMA 
A CDMA signature is a pseudo-random sequence of chips each with value  +1. 
Assuming ergodicity of the signals, a reasonable assumption, if we take the sample cross-
correlation of one user's signature signal with another user's signal for a long enough 
time we should get a small result.  Specifically, if we assume ergodicity of the signals 
we can equate ensemble statistics with sequence time averages. Now 
E[one chip from one user] = .5 * (+1) + .5 * (-1)  = 0 
In a simple form of CDMA in which each bit is transmitted as a value +1 multiplied by 
the signature sequence. In such a system the signal from user j will be 
signal =  * sus 
where signals is the signal from user j at time t, ajt, is the bit value +1 for user j and bit 
b, and sit is the signature chip value +1 at time t.  If we have K users, all transmitting 
synchronously, the total signal, assuming a noiseless environment, will be  e 
signals = E a1 * 37 
If we correlate the total input signal from the K users with the signature of one of 
those users, i, for the N chips during bit time b, the total correlation will be 
N K 
correlation  = E (E ail,* sit) * sit. 
t=1  j=1 
Rearranging the terms for selected user i yields 
correlation = E [aib * sit  + E ajb * s.] * s. ib  jt 
t=1  j i 
= E a * s. * s.  + E (E a * s. * s.) ib  it ib it  It
1=1  t=1  jai 
N N 
= a ib* E  *  E (ajb * E s. * sit) Sit  Sit  jt 
t =1  t=1 jai 38 
=  *  + E aib * rii 
jai 
where  is the sample autocorrelation of signature i and rii is the sample cross-correlation 
of signature j with signature i. Now the expected value of the autocorrelation for an N-
chip signature is 
nil = E (± D2 = N 
t=i 
while the expected value of the cross-correlation rii is 
=  EE[ri] [E sit * sit] 
t=i 
= E E[sit * 
,=, 
= E E[sj * E[sj 
t=i 
since the individual chips sit and sit are assumed to be independent. But for all users j 
and time t 
E[sit] = 0. 
Therefore, the expected value of each of the cross-correlations is 0. 39 
Thus, the expected value of the total correlation is +N if user i is transmitting a +1, 
-N if user i is transmitting a -1, and 0 if user i is not transmitting. 
5.2 IS-95 Statistics 
In the IS-95 uplink a user sends one of 64 possible Walsh codes, each 64 Walsh 
symbols' long, spread with its unique additional spreading  sequence, with the one 
selected representing 6 contiguous symbols of information  to be transferred, so the 
receiver is trying to determine which of the codes is being sent'. The receiver can do 
this by correlating the received signal with each of the 64 possible codes for each user. 
Note that since these codes are further spread by the user's unique spreading sequence, 
the different users can be separated by correlating the signal which has been already 
multiplied by the desired user signature, or by correlating the signal with the 64 Walsh 
code sequences modified by the user signature. Since the Walsh code sequences are all 
orthogonal to each other, the same analysis as above will show that the expected output 
Nomenclature becomes a little complicated, since we are encoding original bits into 
convolution symbols which are then coded into Walsh symbols and finally spread by chips 
of the signature code. 
5 In the downlink from the base station to the mobile station the symbols are coded 
by multiplying the spreading sequence by +1 depending on the bit being sent. 40 
of a correlator will be 646 if the Walsh code being correlated by that correlator is being 
sent and 0 if it is not, again assuming a noiseless transmission medium. 
In the real world the expected value of something is seldom encountered, so it is 
necessary to determine what was sent by examining what was received and deciding 
which of the possible options was most likely to have been sent. 
The distribution of the correlation values will be Binomial since the correlation is the 
sum of independent Bernoulli random variables, each with a value of +1 and fixed 
probability of .5 for each value.  For N-chip correlations with K users and each chip 
having a value of +1 or -1, the possible values of the correlation are 
all even integers from -N*K and +N*K  if N*K is even or 
all odd integers from -N*K and +N*K  if N*K is odd. 
Since 
correlation  = E sit * st  = E pt
I . J. 
t=i  t=i 
where pt = sit * s3t = +1. 
6 Actually, each Walsh symbol is spread by 4 signature chips, so we could say that 
the total correlation would be 256, but it is just a question of normalization. We will use 
the generic N in the present discussion. 41 
total correlationi = Ecorrelationii 
K N 
= EER
 
j=1  t=1 
If all A are +1, the sum is +N*K, if all A are -1 the sum is -N*K. If some A are 
+1 and others are -1, each -1 cancels a +1, changing the sum by 2, so either all values 
are odd or all are even. There are altogether N*K+1 possible values. 
For each of the N*K+1 possible correlation values v, from -N*K to +N*K, 
N*K P[correlation =v] =  * .5
N*K 
N*K-v 
2 
where (N*K-v)/2 is the number of A which have the value -1.  (N*K-v)/2 maps v into 
the integers [0,N*K]. As N*K grows, the binomial distribution approaches a Gaussian 
distribution N(0,var(v)), and for the values we will consider (N=256, K> =1) we can 
safely use the Gaussian distribution. 42 
In the case of a signature multiplied by the symbol value being sent, if both symbol 
values are equally likely then the maximum likelihood estimator for the value sent is just 
the sign of the correlation, since the expected value of the received signal is (bit 
value= ± 1)*N. In the case of selecting one of a number of possible codes, all of equal 
probability, the maximum likelihood estimator would be the code whose correlation with 
the received signal is the highest value, since the expected value of the correlation is 0 
for codes not sent and N for the code which  was sent. 
If we adopt these estimators  we can compute the likelihood of an error by 
considering the probability that interference (and other noise) is large enough to cause 
the wrong value to be selected. 
var[one chip from one user] = E[(chip- E[chip])2] 
= .5 * (1-0)2 + .5 * (-1-0)2 
=  .5 * 1 + .5 * 1  = 1 
We assume all user signatures are independent and "random", and the signal is equal 
to the sum of all user outputs (and we will assume that the amplitude of each user's 
signal is equal to 1, i.e., perfect power control). Therefore, 43 
var[one chip from K users] = K * var[one chip from  one user] = K 
var[N chips from K users]  = N * var[one chip from K users] = N * K
 
since we assume that all chips are statistically independent.
 
Because correlation is a linear process, we can separate out the signal being sought 
from the interfering signals and consider the correlation with the desired signal separately 
from the correlation with the K-1 interfering signals. 
When we correlate the received signal with an arbitrary "random" signature we will 
get the same variance as for the uncorrelated signals, since the probabilities ofeach value 
of each chip from each user does not change (this assumes that the signature obeys the 
same rules of randomness).  Therefore, if we correlate the signal from the K-1 
interfering users with the signature of the selected user we should get 
var[correlated N chips from K-1 interfering users]  = N * (K-1) 
and 
std[correlated interference] = \/N * (K-1) 
Considering the case in which one of M possible codes is sent, the expected value 
of the correlation of the signal with a code which  was not sent will be 0, while the 
expected value of the correlation of the signal with the transmitted code  will be N. 44 
Therefore, if we select the code with the highest correlation the probability of selecting 
the wrong code will be equal to the probability that the value of the correlation of the 
signal with a code not transmitted is greater than the value of the correlation of the signal 
with the code which was transmitted. 
We assume that the correlation values are independent, which should be valid for 
reasonably "random" signatures.  Then, approximating the Binomial distribution by a 
Gaussian distribution with variance N*(K-1), for each of the codes not transmitted the 
correlation will be simply the noise, 
1 P[correlation > v  code not sent] = Q( 
siN * (K-1) 
and for the code which was transmitted the correlation will be the noise plus the expected 
value, N, 
N-v P[correlation s v 1  code sent] = 1  Q( 
* (K-1) 45 
If we compute the correlation of the input signal with each of the different codes, 
computing the vector of correlations v  = [v0 v1  ..  v63], then by Bayes' Law the 
probability that w was the actual code sent is 
PL received  1 w sent] * P[w sent] 
1 P[w sent  v received] = 
P[y received] 
where v is the vector of correlations of the input with the each of the 64 possible Walsh 
codes. Now, assuming each symbol is equally likely, 
P[w sent] = 
6-14 
If we also assume that noise is not correlated with any of the Walsh codes, also a 
reasonable assumption, the joint probability is 
63 
P[y received] = H P [ vw received] 
w=0 
If we assume that v is an integer value, which is  a good assumption since the 
correlation will either be done digitally or will be converted to digital form when it is 
complete, we can say that if code w was not transmitted 46 
P[digital vv, = v  1 w not sent] = P[analog v,, E (v,v+1)  1 w not sent] 
v  v+1 
1/N* (K-1)  VN*(K-1) 
while if code w was transmitted 
P[digital vv, = v  1 w sent] = P[analog vv, E (v,v+1)  1 w sent] 
N-v  N -v +l = Q(  ) Q(  ) 
VN * (K-1)  1,/N* (K-1) 
This can be approximated by considering that 
0,  . 2 
1  -1­ Q(x) =  f e  dx 
57r  . 
so for a relatively small increment h, 
.2 
Q(x - h)  Q(x)  --,-- e 7 * h 
and 
(N-v)2 
P[digital vv, = v  1 w sent]  --= e  IN' a(-')  * 
1 
AiN* (K-1) 47 
If we assume one code, i, was sent and the rest were not, and the probability of each 
code being sent is the same, we can calculate the overall probability  of receiving signals 
which will generate the correlation vector v by 
63  63 
I P[y received] = E  P [vw received  i sent] * P[i sent]) 
w=0 
63  63 
= E  P[vw received  I  i sent]  *  1) 
w=0  64 
Finally, 
63 
1 P[y received  i sent] =  P [ vi received  i sent] 1 
j=0 
This is not a feasible calculation to perform,  so we need to find some computable 
estimate for this probability. 
5.3 Proposed Probability Estimates 
Since it is infeasible to rigorously compute the probabilities that each of the possible 
Walsh codes was sent, it is necessary to devise an estimate which will provide adequate 
performance and can be computed efficiently. Several approaches are possible. 48 
The first, and simplest approach is  to simply take the code with the highest 
correlation output and assign it a probability of 1, with the remaining codes assigned 
probability 0.  This approach, which is referred to as a hard decoder is very easy to 
compute. It does, however, discard most of the available information, as it ignores the 
numeric values of the sample correlations which carry some information. 
A second approach is to consider each correlation independently of the others, and 
compare the probability that the code was sent (correlation  = N + AWGN) to the 
probability that the code was not sent (correlation = 0 + AWGN). Using the approach 
described above (assuming a Gaussian distribution for the interference) and considering 
the square of the difference between the actual value and the expected value, 
1 - log( P( i sent  corri = v ) ) cc (v - N) 2 
plus a constant dependent on the amount of interference being received.  Similarly, 
log( P( i not sent  corri = v ) )  cc v 2 1 
Since the sum of these two probabilities must be 1, we can compute the exponentials 
of these values to get the actual estimated probabilities, then add them and divide each 
by their sum to scale them properly, and then take the log of the desired probability  as 
our estimate for use by the Viterbi decoder. This may seem too difficult to compute in 
a real decoder, but both probabilities are functions of a single number, the correlation 49 
of the received signal with the desired code, so we are simply computing a fixed function 
of a single relatively short ( < 14 bit) integer. We can precompute the value for all 2M 
possible values, where M is the length, in bits, of the correlation register, and store them 
in a ROM for rapid table lookup by the decoder.  This will provide estimates of the 
negative log of the probability that each of the Walsh codes was sent. As before, the 
highest probability will be assigned to the code with the highest correlation, but the other 
codes will not be assigned 0 probability.  Unfortunately, the constant that depends on 
interference, which we have ignored in the  above computations, changes the results 
depending on the amount of interference present, and it is not easy to determine the 
interference levels actually present when the signal is received. 
We could produce a more precise estimate of the probabilities by applying the above 
technique to determine the negative logs of the probabilities that each code was sent and 
that each code was not sent, and then for each code summing the probability that that 
code was sent with the probabilities that each of the other codes was not sent. This will 
provide an estimate of the negative log of the final probability computed in section 5.2. 
To convert this to actual probabilities we would have to normalize them, which would 
consist of adding a constant to each. If this constant varied significantly over sequential 
time steps it could seriously impact the accuracy of the Viterbi decoder, as it would 
adjust the relative importance of each of the time steps, so it would have to be computed. 
It is not clear that this approach is substantially superior to the previous one. 50 
Finally, what the Viterbi decoder is seeking  is not the probability that a specific 
Walsh code was sent, but rather the probability that a specific convolutional code, one 
of 6 specified by one Walsh code, was sent.  Again, there are several approaches  to 
computing this probability. 
The first, as above, is to assign a probability 1 to the Walsh code with the highest 
1 to each of the symbols represented by the selected Walsh code, and a probability 0 to 
all others.  Again, this is easy to compute, but discards  most of the information 
available. 
A second approach is to compute separate non-zero probabilities for each of the 
Walsh codes, and then compute the probability that a given one of the six symbols 
represented by the Walsh code is 1 by computing the probability that one of the Walsh 
codes which represents a 1 for this symbol was sent. 
P( symbol.; = 1) = E P( Walsh; sent ) 
symboVI 
In Walsh; 
This assumes, of course, that the probabilities are normalized such that the sum of 
the probabilities of all the Walsh codes is 1, but the result can be normalized by dividing 
it by the sum of all the probabilities if this is not the case. To compute this value we 
need to know the values, not the logs, of the probabilities.  We can compute these by 
using the same ROM table lookup scheme proposed  above, with scaled integer values of 51 
the probabilities rather than the logs retrieved from the ROM. This approach provides 
a more accurate estimate of the actual probability  that a specific symbol value was 
received than the first approach, but at the cost of significant additional computations.. 
5.4 Decision Feedback 
Finally, as we proceed with  our convolutional decoding the Viterbi decoder 
determines the most likely bits to have been sent, and thus the most likely symbols. If 
we know that a certain symbol was probably sent with a certain value, this eliminates 
half the possible Walsh codes  which contained that symbol,  specifically those which 
represented the opposite value for that  symbol.  Eliminating, or at least reducing the 
probability that these Walsh symbols were transmitted, for consideration of other symbols 
encoded in that Walsh symbol could possibly improve future decoding  results, as it 
applies more information to the decoding than would otherwise be applied. This thesis 
studies alternate schemes for adjusting the probabilities based on partial decoding results 
and the extent to which this probability adjustment impacts the quality of the  final 
decoded data frame. 52 
Chapter 6. Implementation and Results 
6.1 Implementation 
Simulations were developed for two basic  receiver structures, one assuming  a 
coherent demodulator (figure 8) to recover both the magnitude and sign of the correlation 
of the received signal with each of the 64 different Walsh codes, and the other using a 
non-coherent demodulator (figure 9) to recover only the magnitude of the correlations. 
The simulations randomly generated  a frame of data, 192 bits, generated the 576 
convolution code symbols, interleaved them according to the IS-95 standard, grouped the 
interleaved symbols by sixes and mapped them into the appropriate Walsh code symbols. 
These Walsh codes were then expanded into the individual Walsh symbols and for each 
Walsh symbol interference was generated based on a specified number of interfering 
users. 
Since each Walsh symbol is spread over four separate long code (CDMA) chips, 
interference was generated at the long code chip level.  Each interfering user contributed 
either a +1 or -1 to the total interference, the worst case situation, using a random 
number generator. The interference was added to the signal generated by the simulated 
user, again +/-1 depending on the Walsh symbol, and the signal values for the four 
chips were summed to produce the signal value for the Walsh symbol.  Statistics were 
kept of the interference levels. The simulation did not strictly model the RF channel, but 53 
simply fed the signal which would have been modulated  to RF, along with simulated 
multiple-access interference, directly into the receiver, bypassing both the modulator in 
the transmitter and the demodulator in the receiver. Multipath and fading effects, which 
occur in the RF signal, were not modeled. 
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Figure 14. Implementation of the Simulations of the Proposed Decoding Scheme 
Once the signals for a complete frame were generated, they were correlated with all 
possible Walsh codes, and their correlation values stored for use by the Viterbi decoder. 54 
The signals were decoded by a Viterbi decoder using one of several different metrics, 
with decision feedback applied in some of the cases. The metrics tested were the 
1)  maximum correlation ("hard" viterbi decoding) 
2)  log probability of max correlation 
3)  value of maximum correlation 
4)  square of the maximum correlation 
5)  difference between the maximum correlation for the expected symbol value and 
the maximum correlation for the other symbol value 
6)  square of the above difference 
Each of these metrics was applied using both the signed correlation value and the 
magnitude of the correlation.  The magnitude of each correlation would be the only 
information available with a non-synchronous receiver. Each of these cases was tested 
with and without decision feedback.  Different precisions (number of bits) of the 
correlations were also simulated. In the tests with decision feedback, once a bit has been 
output by the Viterbi decoder all Walsh codes not consistent with that bit value are 
labeled "unavailable", and are not used in computing later metrics. 
The log probability metric requires an estimate of the variance of the interference. 
Initially the probability metric was computed assuming  a certain multiple-access 
interference level, as described in section 5.2, and this metric was tested with different 
interference levels. The probability that a certain Walsh code was sent given only the 55 
magnitude of the correlation of the received signal with that Walsh code depends on the 
expected interference level (variance of the interference), and the number of interfering 
users is not generally known in advance.  It was found that when a small number of 
interfering users was assumed the slope of the probability curve was very steep and the 
results were similar to those of a hard Viterbi decoder. 
When a large number of interfering  users was assumed, the probability curve 
becomes very linear, so it was decided to try using the negative of the correlation value 
as the metric in place of the computed log probability for each correlation value (see 
figures 10 and 11). The results using the raw correlation values were generally as good 
as those using a good probability value, where the predicted interference level matched 
the actual level, and were better than those using  a poor probability value, where the 
predicted interference and actual interference were significantly different.  In practice, 
this approach saves one table lookup, but also seems to improve the general performance. 
Using the distance between maximum correlations for opposite convolutional symbols 
("0" or "1" for a specific convolutional code encoded in the Walsh group) produced the 
same results as the maximum correlation alone, so it was not pursued. Using the square 
of either the maximum correlation or the distance between maximum correlations led to 
poorer results, which could be explained by the fact that squaring increases the impact 
of both the signal and the noise, and reduces the linearity of the metric value,  which was 
found to be prevalent in properly-computed log probabilities. Later simulations used the 56 
maximum correlation as the metric, varying the number of bits used to represent the 
correlation values.' 
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Viterbi proposes a different formula for the probability, by considering the 
probability of a specific convolution symbol rather than the probability of the Walsh 
code.  His probability takes into account that half of the other Walsh codes, the ones 
which we are guessing were not sent, encode the same value for the given convolution 
symbol, so we need to increase the probability of the convolution symbol by half the 
probability that a different Walsh code was sent.  Even with this modification, the 
resulting probability curves are extremely linear with Walsh correlation value, so using 
the correlation value in place of the computed probability should still be valid. As far 
as can be ascertained from the literature, the Qualcomm implementation of IS-95 uses 
the sample correlation value as the metric, as is proposed here. 57 
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In order to compare results to other sources the signal-to-interference ratios for the 
simulation runs were estimated based on the actual generated interference. The SNR for 
each Walsh group was computed as the ratio of the power in the transmitted signal to the 
variance of the generated interference. 
The simulations used the same random number seed, so in all cases the bits and 
interference signals tested were identical. Each simulation ran 1000 frames, each frame 
encoding 192 bits of information into 576 convolution symbols and 92 walsh groups. 58 
6.2 Simulation Results 
In all cases, soft Viterbi decoding produced better results than hard decoding, as 
would be expected. Decision feedback did reduce the error rate in the hard decoder, but 
the error rate was still much greater than with a soft decoder and no decision feedback. 
In all the soft decoder cases decision feedback reduced the number of bit errors, i.e., 
the total bit error rate (BER), and also reduced the number  of frames which were 
received with one or more errors. In every case in which a frame was received with no 
errors when decision feedback was not applied the same frame was received with no 
errors when decision feedback was applied. This is to be expected, as the two decoders 
will operate identically until an error is made. 
When the first error in a frame is made by the decision feedback decoder (DFD), 
that same error will have been made by the decoder without decision  feedback (non-
DFD), so both decoders will have generated errors. The fact that an error was made 
implies that the wrong Walsh code was chosen for a specific Walsh group in the frame. 
In the non-DFD, this error implies that this Walsh group will be mischosen in all of its 
other symbols, with a .5 probability of being wrong for each of those symbols, which 
may lead to additional errors.  In the DFD, the error may also cause a correct Walsh 
group to be eliminated from consideration for any future bits encoded within it.  This 59 
may or may not lead to further errors, depending on how many more symbols within that 
Walsh group remain to be decoded and on how many other Walsh groups are mischosen. 
Because of this effect, there is a possibility that there would be more errors in a 
DFD-decoded frame than in a non-DFD-decoded frame, and this was seen in a few 
cases.  However, because each correct bit decoding leads to the elimination of some 
incorrect Walsh groups, the likelihood exists that the first error in the non-DFD would 
not be an error in the DFD since the incorrect Walsh code for that Walsh group may 
have been previously eliminated from consideration. This explains why there would be 
fewer errors from a DFD, and this proved to be the case in almost all simulations. The 
only simulations where this was not the case was when the interference level was so high 
that the bit error rate was over .3, in which case the results were almost random. 
In the simulations, 20 interfering signals, producing a SNR of 11.0dB, seemed to be 
a knee point, with no errors for any but the hard Viterbi decoders. Above 20 interfering 
signals the bit error rate and number of frames with errors rise rapidly.  Qualcomm 
reports[15] about 10dB SNR to be the minimum level their  system can reliably 
handle, where their requirement is a BER no greater than 1000E-6. Simulations showed 
a BER of about 296E-6 for a SNR of 10.3dB and 1107E-6 for 9.9dB using the magnitude 
correlations, reasonably matching the Qualcomm claims. When the signed correlations 
were used instead the BER dropped to 20E-6 for 10.3dB, 120E-6 for 9.9dB and still only 
323E-6 for 9.6dB, a significant improvement. With decision feedback the BER dropped 60 
as much as 50% for both the magnitude and signed correlations, small butpossibly useful 
reductions.  The biggest difference appears to be in using signed  correlations vs. 
correlation magnitudes, which implies that a synchronous front-end demodulator might 
be well worth the additional investment. 
As the number of bits used to represent the correlation is reduced, the error rate 
increases, as would be expected since information is being discarded when the precision 
is reduced. The computed log-probability shown in figure 10 implies that a saturating 
A/D converter with a range of 0 to about twice the expected correlation value will retain 
all useful information in the signal correlation.  Simulations with a converter of this sort 
confirm the expected results, and also indicate that relatively few bits are needed for 
good results. 61 
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6.3 Preferred Implementation 
Based on extensive computer simulations,  the preferred implementation of the 
decoder for the interleaved  eonvolutionally and orthogonally encoded  signal with 
multiple-access interference is one that combines a synchronous demodulator with  the 
proposed decision feedback mechanism for implementations in which the expected signal 
to interference plus noise ratio is lower than 10dB. The synchronous demodulator would 
eliminate errors occurring when the noise and interference are sufficient to create a 
received signal whose correlation with some Walsh code would be sufficiently negative 
to produce a correlation whose magnitude  was greater than the magnitude of the 
correlation of the signal with the actual transmitted Walsh code. While this rarely occurs 
with a signal to interference plus noise ratio greater than 10dB, it starts to occur with 
substantial frequency when the ratio drops below that level. The decision feedback, on 
the other hand, is effective at all levels of signal, interference and noise except where the 
signal is so low compared to its interference that the outcomes resemble totally random 
choices, which appears to occur below about 8dB SIR. 
Implementation of the proposed system requires storage of 64 correlation values for 
each of 96 separate Walsh groups transmitted within each frame, along with a flag which 
indicates the availability of each correlation for verification'. At each step in the Viterbi 
This flag could be implemented by  storing the smallest possible value into the
correlation value itself. The memory would be configured as a double buffer to allow 63 
decoding of the input sequence, three separate convolutional symbols, each represented 
in a different Walsh group, would have to be considered in computing the  decoder 
metric. At the rate of 9600 bits/second,  this computation would need to be performed 
in about 104 microseconds. At each decoding step the Viterbi decoder requires a metric 
for each possible transition through the code trellis.  In this case there are 512 different 
possible transitions, so 512 separate metrics must be computed. However, there can be 
only eight different values for these metrics, so the circuitry need compute only eight 
values, depending on the values of the three convolutional symbols accessed  for the 
transition. These eight values can be computed from a total of six different values,  the 
estimated log probability of both of the possible values of each of the three convolutional 
symbols.  If the computation is done sequentially it will require 6 passes through 32 
different correlation values, or 192 accesses to the correlation memory, allowing over 
500 nanoseconds for each access, easily accomplished with modern circuitry. 
A Viterbi decoder can generate more than one bit of output after each decoding step, 
and as each bit is generated half of each of the correlation values for the Walsh groups 
which encoded that bit will have to be marked  "unavailable", requiring 96 accesses to 
the correlation storage. If we allow 100 nanoseconds for each storage access, in the time 
allotted for each decoder step  we can make just over 1000 accesses.  After the 192 
accesses required to compute the metric,  more than 800 accesses are available for 
a frame to be decoded while the following frame is being received. 64 
decision feedback, allowing the generation of more than 10 bits per decoder step. This 
should be more than adequate for any implementable decoder. The only step in which 
it is likely that more than 10 bits will be output is the final step in the decoder, when it 
has scanned the entire frame and is forced to generate the final bits.  The simulations 
disabled decision feedback for this step, since at this point the code trellis had been fully 
traversed, so there would be no timing problem at this step9.  It would be possible to 
apply parallel circuitry to many of the operations in the decision feedback, but it would 
not be necessary, as there is time to complete the required operations with a single data 
path. 
The metric computation circuit would require the correlation memory, a logic circuit 
to convert the index of the convolution symbol required to the index of the Walsh group 
containing that symbol and the symbol index  within the Walsh code, a state machine 
which steps through the correlation values for a selected Walsh group and retains the 
values and indices of the codes with the largest value for each value of the desired 
symbol in the code, and logic which  sums triples of these values, one for each 
convolutional symbol, to produce the required  metric value.  The decision feedback 
circuit would require a  copy of the convolutional encoder to determine which 
convolutional symbols have been confirmed by  the Viterbi decoder output, logic  to 
translate this into the indices of the Walsh group and symbol within the group to be 
9 Application of decision feedback at this point would require a backtrack algorithm
to be discussed in the next chapter. 65 
marked unavailable, and a state machine which would scan through the correlation 
memory and mark the disqualified cells as being unavailable for future use. 
The correlation memory would require storage for 64 correlation values for each of 
96 groups, or 6144 values.  If 8 bits are used to store this value,  more than adequate 
according to simulation results, a total of 49,152 bits of memory is required. A Viterbi 
decoder with full frame history storage would require 196 bit stages for each of the 256 
states, or 50,176 bits of memory for history.  If 8-bit correlation values are stored and 
no truncation is done in the metric computation, a metric would require 10 bits, and if 
no cost function adjustments are done in the decoder' the cost for each state could be 
fully represented in 18 bits, adding 4,608 bits of storage for the 256 states. All together, 
only 103,936 bits of storage, other than state registers for the small  state machines, 
would be required to implement the system, most of that storage for the Viterbi decoder. 
The proposed circuit could be implemented economically as a single integrated circuit. 
6.4 Analysis of Proposed Decision Feedback 
The metric for each step in the Viterbi decoding of the received  message is the 
estimate of the -log probability that the three convolutional code symbol values for the 
10 Some decoders subtract the value of the smallest state cost from all the state costs 
to reduce the dynamic range of the largest cost function. This should not be necessary
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trellis transition of interest were sent, given the sample correlations of the received signal 
with each of the 64 possible Walsh codes for each of the three Walsh  groups containing 
one of the convolutional code symbols. The three consecutive convolutional symbols 
which would have been generated in the trellis transition being examined were separated 
by the interleaving process, which placed them in separate Walsh groups with sufficient 
time difference to allow the assumption that any noise affecting the three Walsh groups 
would be independent.  Therefore, the log probability of the three bits having the 
specified values is simply the sum of the log probabilities of each bit having its specified 
value. 
Of the 64 Walsh codes in each group, one was sent.  If there were no noise or 
interference then the correlation of the input with each of the possible Walsh codes would 
yield a value of 64 for the code that was sent and 0 for the rest.  With noise, the 
correlation values would be Ni +64 for the code sent and Ni for the rest, where code i 
was sent. Assuming that the noise is AWGN and that the interference can be modeled 
as AWGN, as discussed earlier, the noise and interference together can be considered as 
a single AWGN noise with some unknown variance 02. 68 
Assume, without loss of generality, that Walsh code 0 was sent. The probability that 
the Walsh code with the highest sample correlation was the code which was actually sent 
is 
P[Walsh group 0 has largest sample correlation  I  correlation noise No  ..  N63] 
= P[No+64 > N, A No +64 > N2 A...A No +64 > N63] 
Now 
CO 
P[N0+64 >Ni] =  f P[Ni < x +64  N0=x] fNo(x)dx I 
-co 
Since we assume the noise and interference can be modeled as AWGN (Gaussian and 
0-mean), and that the correlated noise values are independent 
p =  < x +64  No=x] I 
= P[Ni < x +64] 
x+64  y2 
1  e 77dy
57cr 
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Since the value of a is not known, this value cannot be computed.  However, for a 
given level of interference and noise a is constant, so it can be used as a parameter for 
analysis of the impact of decision feedback on a given input. 
Pe = P[Walsh group 0 has largest sample correlation  I group 0 sent] 
=  f P[Ni<x+64 A N2<x+64 A ..  A N63 <x+64 I No=x] fN0 (x)dx 
The correlated received noise is assumed independent,  so 
63 
P[Ni<x+64 A ..  A N63<x+64  No=x] = H P[Ni<x+ 64  No=x] I 
63 70 
Therefore, the probability that the Walsh code with the highest sample correlation 
with the input is the one which was actually sent is 
03  X2 -. 
1  0.-1 P.  e  s:lx 
22-02  --. 
co  x+64  y2  x2 
1  Vy1-1 e  e  :1.3( 
2ircr2 
where n is the number of Walsh codes being considered, initially 64. 
Since half the Walsh codes encode the desired symbol value (i.e. each of the six 
symbols represented by a Walsh code is 0 in half the Walsh codes, 1 in the other half) 
the probability that the desired symbol value will have the largest sample correlation is 
Pte. = P[correct correlation symbol has largest sample correlation] 
n  - 1  2 = Pc  + (1Pc) 
n 1 
with n defined as above. 
Without decision feedback, the value of n remains 64 for each of the six convolution 
symbols encoded in a Walsh group, and the probability remains the same. With decision 
feedback as proposed, after a bit has been output by the Viterbi decoder using one of the 71 
convolution symbols in this Walsh group, half the Walsh codes in this group, and 
therefore half the sample correlations, will be eliminated  from consideration, reducing 
the value of n in the above equations by half. Each of the symbols which have not yet 
been considered will still have each possible value represented by half the remaining 
codes.  If only correct bits have been output to that point'',  the probability that the 
correct convolution symbol value will have the highest sample correlation, Pc, will 
change as n is reduced. The probability p is no greater than 1, so as n is reduced, pn in 
the integrand in Pc gets larger, so Pc, the probability that  the Walsh code actually sent 
is the one with the highest correlation, increases. This leads to an increase in 13,,, the 
probability that the convolutional symbol which was actually transmitted has the highest 
sample correlation value. An increased P  the probability that the Viterbi 
decoder will select the correct path through the trellis and output the correct bit values. 
If an incorrect bit was output, in some cases the wrong convolution symbol value 
will be eliminated, eliminating the Walsh code which  was actually transmitted. In this 
situation, the probability that a Walsh code with the correct convolutional symbol value 
will have the highest sample correlation value will be .5,  since half the Walsh codes 
represent the correct value and each is equally likely to be largest. This  reduces to the 
situation in which there is no real signal present for the decoder to extract, and the future 
output from this Walsh group will be random. However, since each step in the Viterbi 
"The value of a convolution symbol depends on all bits within the constraint length
of the code, in this case 9. 72 
decoder computes its metric from three separate Walsh groups, signal information from 
the other groups will be generally be present and the decoder will not be totally blind. 
6.5 Analytical Justification 
Rigorous error analysis of the IS-95 uplink is a very difficult task, and analysis of 
the advantages of the proposed decision feedback system is still more difficult.  Error 
analysis of convolutionally-coded communications channels is typically limited to  an 
upper bound on the bit error rate generated by  an estimate of the union bound' of 
possible errors of individual convolution symbols.  For a given convolutional code, 
Mason's formula is used to compute the possible error code sequences, the number of 
convolution symbol errors needed to generate each ofthe error sequences and the number 
of bit errors resulting from each  error sequence.  The estimated probability of a 
convolution symbol being in error is then applied to estimate the probability of each of 
the possible error sequences, and this set of probabilities is then used to compute the 
expected number of bit errors. There are several difficulties in applying this technique 
to the IS-95 coding scheme.  First, it is computationally intractable to apply Mason's 
formula to a convolutional code with a long constraint length'', so it cannot be directly 
12 A union bound is based on the sum of a number of probabilities which may not 
be disjoint, and is therefore not a very tight bound. 
13 Viterbi states[2 p.143] that it becomes intractable with constraint length greater
than 7, even for calculation by computer. 73 
applied to the IS-95 code with constraint length of 9.  Second, it is not clear how to 
estimate the probability of a convolution symbol error because, with a soft Viterbi 
decoder as is used in this system, a symbol is not determined to be right or wrong, but 
rather an estimate of the probability that the symbol has a certain value is determined. 
It is not clear how to map this into an estimate of the likelihood of following an error 
path as a result of the combination of estimates of a number of symbol values. Thus, 
it is not clear how to analytically estimate error rates for a simple IS-95 uplink without 
decision feedback. 
Analyzing the impact of decision feedback is complicated by the uncertainty of when 
feedback will be applied. A Viterbi decoder,  as implemented in the simulations for this 
study, determines the value of a bit when the most likely path history for all of the states 
in the decoder converge to pass through that bit value,  or when the end of the frame is 
reached. The actual time at which this convergence takes place cannot be determined, 
or even estimated, in advance, since it depends on the magnitudes of all the received 
correlations.  It is possible to implement a sub-optimal tailed-off Viterbi decoder which 
outputs each bit after it has examined a fixed number of convolution symbols beyond that 
bit, but this would still not solve the problems with the error analysis of the basic system 
without feedback. 
A qualitative analysis cannot easily predict any bit error rate improvement which can 
be expected from decision feedback, but it can predict an improvement in the percentage 74 
of frames received with no error.  If an error is made before any feedback is applied, 
and an incorrect bit value is output, the feedback will then invalidate half the possible 
Walsh codes generated by that bit while it is present in the encoder shift register.  Since 
the bit is incorrect, some correct Walsh codes will be invalidated, and these Walsh codes 
will be used to evaluate future bits.  If a Walsh code which was actually transmitted is 
invalidated by the decision feedback, future consideration of convolution symbols 
encoded in that Walsh group will depend on the correlations of the received signals with 
the Walsh codes which were not sent.  Since a soft Viterbi decoder is being used, the 
likely outcome of this error will be that the convolution symbols will be effectively 
ignored, as the maximum correlations for each possible symbol value will be random and 
likely to be relatively close to each other, so they will approximately cancel each other 
in the log-likelihood sums. Therefore, if an error occurs before feedback, we can expect 
that it may increase the likelihood of additional  errors in that frame by removing 
otherwise useful information, but not catastrophically.  The simulations indicated that 
very rarely were there more bit errors in an error frame when decision feedback was 
applied than in the same frame without feedback. 
If a correct bit is output by the Viterbi decoder, the decision feedback would 
invalidate half the Walsh codes related to that bit. However, since the correct bit was 
output, the Walsh code which was actually sent would remain valid, and the likelihood 
that another code would have a larger correlation would be considerably reduced,  as 
more than half the invalid codes will have been eliminated from contention. Therefore, 75 
it is less likely that future bits encoded by that Walsh group will be incorrectly decoded, 
and the likelihood that the frame will be error free should increase.  It is clear from the 
simulations that this is the case. Thus, the principal improvement from this system is 
the reduction in the fraction of frames which are received with errors. However, since 
the number of errors in frames which are received with errors is not increased by the 
decision feedback, the overall bit error rate is reduced. 76 
Chapter 7. Summary and Areas for Future Investigation 
Simulation results indicate that an improvement of almost 1dB in effective signal to 
interference ratio can be achieved by using decision feedback in the joint orthogonal-
convolutional decoder.  While this may not appear to be a major improvement, at 
relatively high levels of interference this could provide a reduction in error rate of more 
than an order of magnitude, and a change of 1dB in allowable SIR represents a relatively 
large difference in the number of interfering  users in a system, on the order of 10 or 
more users depending on assumptions on the activity level of each user. The cost of this 
improvement is the capability of storing and scanning a large number of correlation 
values during decoding, as opposed to simply scanning the same number of correlation 
values once before decoding and storing only the largest correlation value.  It is likely 
that the capacity gain will justify such an increase in complexity. 
Further study in the area of decision feedback for joint orthogonal-convolutional 
decoding includes the possibility of forward and reverse decoding. Both the starting and 
ending states of the convolutional encoder  are defined to be 0, so the maximum-
likelihood decoding of the received signal could be started either at the beginning of the 
sequence or at the end, working backwards, with a known starting state in each case. 
Since the decision feedback takes advantage of the increased likelihood of early estimates 
because of the known starting state, it could be applied in either direction, or in both. 77 
There has been some research in bidirectional Viterbi decoders[16], but none 
which applies decision feedback to the decoding. It may also be possible to enhance the 
proposed circuit by allowing the Viterbi decoder to backtrack when it outputs a bit, 
recomputing the cost values from the point in the convolutional symbol at which that bit 
appeared. This would increase the impact of the decision feedback, since all decisions 
made after the appearance of the bit which caused the feedback would then be 
recomputed based on the feedback.  It may also be advantageous to implement a form 
of decision feedback which reduces the effective probability of an "eliminated" code 
group rather  than  totally  disqualifying  that  group from  future  consideration. 
Unfortunately, there is no established quantitative theory which could be used to estimate 
improvements through such means, and current research must rely on simulation. The 
development of such a theory would greatly advance the field, but such a theory does not 
appear likely in the near future. 
Simulation additionally indicates a substantially larger gain in effective SIR and 
therefore in system capacity by determining the sign of the signal correlations rather than 
just the magnitude. In a system with a single RF quadrature demodulator which feeds 
the single i and q signals to each user's decoding circuits' the user decoder would need 
a carrier phase capture and tracking circuit to apply the signal recovery approach defined 
in figure 9.  Design of such circuits for quadrature-orthogonal encoded CDMA signals 
' This is the approach which Qualcomm has taken for its IS-95 base stations, 
according to Dr. A. Paulraj in a private conversation at OCATE. 78 
has not, to our knowledge, been reported in the literature, so this would be a ripe field 
for further study. 
The fact that both these approaches enhances performance is not surprising since 
Shannon's information theory states  that information should never be discarded 
prematurely[17], and these approaches simply retain as much information as can be 
used for as long as possible.  Bidirectional decoding, or decoding with backup would 
preserve more information for a longer time, which is why further research in those 
directions appears potentially fruitful. 79 
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Appendix 82 
Appendix 1:  Simulation Program 
/*
 
final version for thesis
 
*/
 
#include <stdio.h>
 
#include <math.h>
 
#include <time.h>
 
#define MAXBITS 1000
 
#define NBITS  192 
#define NCHIPS  64 
#define NWG  96 
#define CONSTRAINT  9
 
#define NSYMBOLS 576
 
#define MAXCORRBITS 14
 
#define MAX2CORRBITS 32768
 
#define MAXPROBBITS 14
 
#define MAX2PROBBITS 32768
 
#define MAXLOGMBITS 14
 
#define MAX2LOGMBITS 32768
 
#define MAXOPTIONS 16
 
#define TRUE 1
 
#define FALSE 0
 
/* procedures */
 
int ran0();  /* returns 011 */
 
int rani();  /* returns +1-1 */
 
double ranu();  /* returns -U(0,1) */
 
double rang();  /* returns random variable -N(0,1) */
 
void zerocorrs();  /* zero correlations after bit is output */
 
int prob();  /* returns "probability" for correlation value */
 
void metric();  /* sets metricv[op] to viterbi cost functions */
 
struct timeval tv;  /* for initializing random number generators */
 
struct timezone tz;
 
/* global variables for viterbi decoder */
 
int nopt;  /* number of different decoder options being used */
 
char optflag[MAXOPTIONS]; /* enable options */
 
int op;  /* working option pointer */
 
int walshcorr[NWG][NCHIPSJ;  /* correlation values */
 
char usecorr[NWG][NCHIPSUMAXOPTIONS);  /* flags to zero correlations

*/
 
int walshsym[NWG);  /* walsh code with maximum correlation */
 
int walshsymm[NWG);  /* walsh code with maximum correlation magnitude

*/
 
int walshs[NWG)[6][3], walshm[NWG][6][3];  /* code of largest corr for
 
group NWG with bit j equal to k (either value for k=2) */
 
int walshsv[NWG][6][3], walshmv[NWG][6][3];  /* value of largest corr
 
for
 
group NWG with bit j equal to k (either value for k=2) */
 
int ms,mm,vs,vm,wc,bm,gp;  /* working variables */
 
int metricv[MAXOPTIONS);  /* metric per option */
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char d[3][256][2];
  /* expected symbol poly i from state j with newbit

k */
 
int cost[256][MAXOPTIONS];
  /* minimum cost for each path */
 
int newcost[256][MAXOPTIONS]; /* for updating costs */

int vbits[256][MAXBITS][MAXOPTIONS];
  /* bit history per state per

option */
 
int Vbits[256][MAXBITS][MAXOPTIONS];  /* for updating vbits */

int bitmask[6];
 
/* Walsh code sequence - list of 6-bit codes to be walshed in order */
 
char walcode[NWG];
 
int  sumrl, summa, sumbl, sumpl, sumgl, sumal, sumcl;
 
/* probability computations */
 
int probs[MAX2CORRBITS]; /* computed probabilities for correlation
 
values */
 
int logm[MAX2PROBBITS];  /* -log(n) where n is probability in nprobbit

bits */
 
int maxint = 61;  /* maximum
  number of interfering users */

int ncorrbits = 8;  /* default is not maximum */
 
int nprobbits = 8;  /* default is  not maximum */

int nlogmbits = 8;  /* default  is not maximum */
 
int ecorr, ecorr2, nprobs, np2, pscale, lscale;
 
int spread = 4;
  /* spreading factor for each chip */

double lsc;  /* normalizer for logs */
 
double sigma = 32.;  /* estimated std deviation of correlation

values */
 
/* output variables */
 
char outbit[NBITS][MAXOPTIONS];  /* bit output by decoders */

int outt[NBITS][MAXOPTIONS];  /* decode time at which bit was

output */
 
/* flags */
 
char debug, debug2;  /* global debug flag */
 
char showmetric;  /* global flag */
 
char showsignals, showout, showcorr, showerrors, showvit, showwalsh;
 
char showcodes, showprobs, showlogs, seedrand;
 
char usezero, noprobs;
 
char forcez[MAXOPTIONS], showz, showorder;
 
char flags[20];
 
int  maxflag;
 
int  acount, aflag = 1;  /* loop count and limit */
 
main(argc,argv)
 
int argc;
 
char *argv[];
 
{
 
int
 
int numint;  /* number of interfering users for noise
 
generation */
 
int error, errorcount[MAXOPTIONS];
 
int c;
 
/* convolutional code generator */
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int shiftr;
  /* shift register for encoding */

int g[3);  /* encoder polynomial factors */
 
/* statistics */
 
int badwalsh;
  /* number of walsh groups whose corr is not largest

*/
 
int badwalshm;  /* number of walsh groups whose ;corr; is not

largest */
 
double nsddb;
 
/* channel definition */
 
int noisev,noises;  /* working variable  */
 
double noisesum, noisesum2;  /* noise statistics  */
 
double noisevar, noisen;  /*  for sd  */

int noisemax, noisemin;
  /*  for single walsh symbol */

int wnoisemax, wnoisemin;  /*  for entire walsh group  */

char bit[MAXBITS];
  /*  transmitted bit values  */

int signal[NSYMBOLS];
  /*  received signal values  */

char symbol[NSYMBOLS];  /*  received signal values  */

int nbits = NBITS;  /* default number of bits  */
 
/* Walsh Code Table */
 
char walsh[NCHIPS][NCHIPS];  /* table of Walsh symbols  */
 
/* Walsh code correlation results (NCHIPS for each of NWG groups) */
 
int corr;
 
/* Working array for computing Walsh correlations for each group */
 
int walseq[NCHIPS];
 
/* viterbi demodulator definition */
 
int minc[MAXOPTIONS];  /* minimum cost (work variable) */

int temp;
  /* working variable */
 
int oldstate[MAXOPTIONS]; /* computed old state (work variable) */

int state[MAXOPTIONS];
  /*  state after last output bit */

int astate;  /* actual state at current step */

int newbit;
  /* computed new bit to get to new state */

int nout[MAXOPTIONS);  /* number of bits already output (starts at

2) */
 
int mO, ml, match;
 
int vshift[MAXOPTIONS);  /* shift register for generating the expected

signal
 
after bits are output - use results to

update
 
correlations */
 
/* initialize bit mask since hp c won't do it */
 
bitmask[0]=040;
 
bitmask[1]=020;
 
bitmask[2]=010;
 
bitmask[3]=004;
 
bitmask[4]=002;
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bitmask[5]=001;
 
/* initialize option parameters */
 
nopt = 8;  /* 8 options for now */
 
forcez(0) = 0;  /* hard decode, no force zero */

forcez[1] = 1;  /* hard decode, force zero */
 
forcez[2] = 0;  /* soft decode, probs, no force */

forcez[3] = 1;  /* soft decode, probs, force */

forcez[4J = 0;  /* soft decode, corrs, no force */

forcez[5] = 1;  /* soft decode, corrs, force */

forcez[6] = 0;  /* soft decode, dA2,  no force */

forcez[7] = 1;  /* soft decode, d-2,  force */
 
/* collect run parameters */
 
for (op=0;  op<nopt;  op++)  optflag[op)=FALSE;

maxflag  = 0;
 
debug  = 0;
 
debug2  = ();
 
showsignals = 0;
 
showerrors  = 0;
 
showout  = 1;
 
showcodes  = 0;
 
showcorr  = 0;
 
seedrand  = 0;
 
showvit  = 0;
 
showwalsh  = 0;
 
showmetric  = 0;
 
showlogs  = 0;
 
showprobs  = 0;
 
showorder  = 0;
 
showz  = 0;
 
usezero  = 0;
 
noprobs  = 0;
 
for (i=1;argv[i][0]=='-';i++)
 
for (j=1; argv[i][j]!=0; j++)
 
{
 
switch (argv(i][j])
 
{
 
case 'd': debug = 1;  break;
 
case 'g': debug2 = 1;  break;
 
case 's': showsignals = 1; break;
 
case  'u':  showout = 0;  break;
 
case  'c':  showcodes = 1;  break;
 
case  'r':  showcorr = 1;  break;
 
case  'e':  showerrors = 1;  break;
 
case  't':  seedrand = 1;  break;
 
case  'v':  showvit = 1;  break;
 
case  'w':  showwalsh = 1;  break;
 
case  'm':  showmetric = 1;  break;
 
case  '1':  showlogs = 1;  break;
 
case  'p':  showprobs = 1;  break;
 
case  'z':  showz = 1;  break;
 
case  'o':  showorder = 1;  break;
 
case  'a':  aflag = -1;  break;
 
case  'f':  usezero = 1;  break;
 
case  'n':  noprobs = 1;  break;
 
case  '0':  optflag[0] =TRUE;  break;
 
case  '1':  optflag[1]=TRUE;  break;
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case '2'  :  optflag[2]=TRUE; break;
 
case '3'  :  optflag[3]=TRUE; break;
 
case '4'  :  optflag[4]=TRUE; break;
 
case '5'  :  optflag[5]=TRUE; break;
 
case '6'  :  optflag[6]=TRUE; break;
 
case '7'  :  optflag[7]=TRUE; break;
 
case 'h'  :  case 'H': case '?':
 
printf(  "usage: %s [-<options>] [ncorrbits(8)
 
[maxint(61)] ]\n",argv[0]);
 
printf( " test metric is maximum correlation for symbol\n");
 
printf(  " options:  -d  print debug information [debug]\n");

printf(  -g  print global debug info [debug2]\n");

printf  -s  print generated bits & conv. codes

[showsignals]\n");
 
printf 
II  -u  suppress output except statistics

[!showout]\n");
 
printf("  -c  print data walsh codes [showcodes]\n");
 
printf("  -r  print correlation results [showcorr]\n");

printf("  -e
 print correlation correct counts

[showerrors]\n");
 
printf("  -t  seed the random number generator
 
[seedrand]\n");
 
printf("  -v  print Viterbi demodulator info
 
[showvit]\n");
 
printf("  -w  print basic Walsh codes [showwalsh]\n");

printf("  -m  print metric computation [showmetric]\n");

/*  printf("  -1  print log table [showlogs]\n"); */

/*  printf("  -p  print probability table [showprobs]\n"); */

printf("  -o  print order of symbol
 
scrambling[showorder]\n");
 
printf("  -z  print debug info on zerocorrs(showz]\n");
 
printf("  -f  use final 0 state to output last
 
bits[usezero]\n");
 
printf ("  -n  use 011 for probability as metric

[noprobs]\n");
 
printf("  -[0..5]  enable option i (optflag[i])\n");
 
printf("  -a <count>  repeat simulation <count> times (aflag)\n");

exit(0);
 
default:
 
printf("s: illegal flag -%c ignored\n",argv[i][j]);
 
}
 
flags[maxflag++] = argv[i][j];
 
} 
if (aflag <0)
 
if (i <= argc) sscanf(argv[i++],"%d",&aflag);
 
if (i <= argc) sscanf(argv[i++],"%d",&ncorrbits);
 
if (i <= argc) sscanf(argv[i + +], " %d ", &maxint);
 
printf("vitt -");
 
for (i=0; i<maxflag; i++) putchar(flags[i]);
 
if (aflag>1) printf(" %d ",aflag);
 
printf("%d %d\n",ncorrbits,maxint);
 
printf("0=soft-sign-noDF 1=s-s-D 2=s-mag-n 3=s-m-D 4=h-s-n 5=h-s-D

6=h-m-n 7=h-m-d\n");
 
/*printf("ncorrbits = %6.1d, loop %4d  #interferers=%3d -",
 
/*  ncorrbits,aflag,maxint);
 
/*for (i=0; i<maxflag; i++) putchar(flags[i]);
 
/*putchar(' \n');
 
/*printf("\n");
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/* initialize the random number generator */
 
if (seedrand)  /* if we want a random seed */
 
{
 
gettimeofday(&tv, &tz);  /* seed the random number generator with

*/
 
srand(tv.tv_usec);  /*  time of day in microseconds
 
*/
 
}
 
/* initialize the channel */
 
/* new bit is shifted in from the right (low order) */
 
g[0] = 0755;  /* convolutional encoder polynomials */
 
g[1] = 0366;
 
g[2] = 0117;
 
/* initialize the demodulator */
 
/* d[k][i][j] = expected output of POLYNOMIAL k FROM STATE i with NEW
 
BIT j */
 
for (i=0; i<256; i++)  /* FROM STATE */
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++) cost[i][op]=9999.; /* all states but 0 are
 
impossible */
 
i0 = (i«1)&0776;  /* new state with 0 new bit */
 
for (j=0; j<=1; j++)  /* NEW BIT value */
 
{
 
for (k=0; k<3; k++)  /* three POLYNOMIALS */
 
{
 
i1=(i0+j) & g[k];  /* select bits with coefficient = 1 */
 
for (i2=0; il!=0; il>>=1) /* compute polynomial (count is) */
 
i2 += il&l;
 
d[k][i][j] = i2&1;  /* save it as 011 */
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
for (j=0; j<nopt; j++) cost[0][j]=0.;  /* we start in state 0 */
 
/* print out the demodulator information if requested (-v) */
 
/* d[k][i][j] = expected output of POLYNOMIAL k FROM STATE i with NEW

BIT j */
 
if (showvit)
 
for (k=0, i=0; i<256; i++)
 
{
 
printf("d[Uo]=",i);
 
for (j=0; j<2; j++)
 
{
 
for (i1=0; il<3; il++)
 
printf("%ld",d[il][i][j]);
 
putchar(");
 
}
 
if (++k>=4)
 
{
 
putchar(' \n');
 
k=0;
 
}
 
}
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/* generate the Walsh code table with +1-ls */
 
walsh[0][0]=-1;  /* prime the algorithm */
 
/* now keep doubling the dimensions according to the algorithm until the
 
table is full  */
 
for (i=1; i<NCHIPS; i+=i)
 
for (j=0; j<i; j++)
 
for (k=0; k<i; k++)
 
{
 
walsh[i+j][  k]=walsh[j][k];
 
walsh[  j][i+k]=walsh[j][k];
 
walsh[i+j][i+k]=-walsh[j][k];
 
}
 
/* print out walsh codes if requested (-w) */
 
if (showwalsh)
 
{
 
for (i=0; i<NCHIPS; i++)
 
{
 
printf( " \n %2d: ",i);
 
for (j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)
 
putchar((walsh[i][j]+1)/2+'0');
 
}
 
putchar('\n');
 
}
 
/* generate the probability table for each Walsh correlation value */
 
/*  ncorrbits  = number of bits of resolution of each correlation value
 
nprobs  = number of entries in probability table =2-ncorrbits
 
= number of values of corr
 
corrpad  = amount of padding of correlation register over expected

value
 
ecorr  = E(correlation of transmitted code) = nprobs/corrpad
 
ecorr2  = ecorr/2 - threshold for noprobs
 
X nprobbits  = number of bits to represent probability as 0.bbbbbb..
 
X pscale  = 2-nprobbits-1 = factor to multiply probability to get
 
integer
 
X probs[i]  = P[(i-nprobs) was code correlation  code was sent]
 1
 
(scaled)
 
X nlogmbits  = number of bits to hold -log probability value as
 
integer
 
X lscale  = 2^nlogmbits-1 = factor to multiply -log probability for
 
integer
 
X logm[i]  = -log(i) translation table  (scaled integers)

*/
 
for (i=0, nprobs=1; i<ncorrbits; i++, nprobs+=nprobs); /* nprobs = 2^()
 
*/
 
np2 = 2*nprobs;
 
ecorr = nprobs/4;
 
ecorr2 = ecorr/2;
 
for (i=0, pscale=1; i<nprobbits; i++, pscale+=pscale); /* pscale = 2-()
 
*/
 
pscale--;
  /* pscale =

2-0-1 */
 
for (i=0; i<np2; i++)
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probs[i] = prob(i-nprobs);
 
}
 
if (showprobs)
 
{
 
printf("nprobs=%d, ecorr=%d, \n",nprobs,ecorr);
 
for (i=0; i<np2; i++)
 
printf("prob(%8d) = %8d\n",i-nprobs, probs[i]);
 
} 
/* compute -log(prob) for all possible probability values */
 
for (i=0, lscale =l; i<nlogmbits; i++, lscale+=lscale); /* lscale  = 2^()
 
*/
 
lscale--;  /* lscale =

2'()-1 */
 
logm[0] = lscale;  /* make log(0) as big as possible */
 
lsc = (lscale)/(-log(1./pscale));
 
for (1=1; i <= pscale; i++)
 
{
 
j = -log(((double) i)/pscale)*lsc;
 
logm[i] = j;
 
}
 
if (showlogs)
 
{
 
for (i=0; i<=pscale; i++)
 
printf("-log(%8d) = %8d\n",i, logm[i));
 
}
 
/* loop through simulation aflag times */
 
for (acount =l; acount<=aflag; acount++)
 
{
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++) errorcount[op] = 0;
 
/* generate the bit and convolution symbol stream */
 
/* initialize shift register */
 
nbits = 192;
 
shiftr= 0;
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
state[op] = 0;
 
astate = 0;
 
/* initialize noise statistics */
 
noisen=0;
 
noisesum=0.;
 
noisesum2=0.;
 
noisemax=-999.;
 
noisemin=999;
 
wnoisemax=-999.;
 
wnoisemin=999;
 
badwalsh=0;
 
badwalshm=0;
 
/* generate all the data in advance */
 
for (k=0, n=0; n<nbits; n++)
 
{
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if (n<nbits-8) bit[n] = ran0(); /* ran0() returns 011 */
 
else bit[n]=0;
  /* last 8 bits are defined to be 0 */
 
shiftr = ((shiftr<<l) & 0776) + bit[n];
 
for (i=0; i<3; i++)  /* i indexes the three polynomials */
 
{
 
for (i1=0,i0=shiftr & g[i]; i01=0; i0>>=1)
 
il+=i0;  /* count the bits (XOR) */

symbol[k++] = il&l;  /* symbol is 011 */
 
}
 
}
 
if (debug & 0)
 
{
 
putchar(' \n');
 
for (i=0; i<3; i++)
 
printf("g[%1d] = %3o  ",i,g[i]);
 
}
 
if (showsignals)
 
for (k=8,i=0; i<nbits; i++)
 
{
 
if (++k>=4)
 
{
 
putchar(' \n');
 
k=0;
 
}
 
printf("  bit[%3d]=%ld > %ld%ld%ld  ",
 
i,bit[i],symbol[3*i],symbol[3*i+1],symbol[3*i+2]);
 
}
 
/* at this point we have
 
symbol[0:575] = symbol (011) generated convolutional code in
 
generated
 
order.  We need to link them to the Walsh codes.
 
i.e. we need to generate the Walsh codes for
 
everything in the proper permuted order.
 
to permute we will use the backwards counter (div 18, div 32) and
 
list
 
the 6-bit Walsh code indices in chronological order in walcode[]
 */
 
for (i0=0, il=0, i=0; i<NWG; i++)
 
{
 
if (showorder)
 
printf("\nwalsh[%2d]=sym",i);
 
j=0;
  /* we'll accumulate the bits in j right->left
 
for (k=0; k<6; k++)
 
{
 
j = (j<<1) + symbol[iO*32+il];
 
if (showorder)
 
printf("%3d:%2d=%3d,",i0,i1,i0*32+11);
 
i0++;
 
if (i0>=18)
 
{
 
il++;
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i0=0;
 
} 
}
 
walcode[i]=j;
 
} 
if (showcodes)
 
f
 
printf("\ncodes: ");
 
for (k=-1, i=0; i<NWG; i++)
 
{ 
if (++k>=16)
 
{
 
printf("\n  " ) 
k=0;
 
}
 
printf("%2o  ",walcode[i]);
 
}
 
putchar('\n');
 
} 
/* at this point we have
 
walcode[0:NWG] = walsh codes (0..63) to be transmitted in order
 
generate the noisy correlations
 
numint is number of interfering users * number of long code
 
chips/walsh
 
NCHIPS is number of walsh symbols (64)
 
noisev is the noise value for ONE walsh symbol
 
noises is the total noise for the walsh group
 
walsh[k][j] is the walsh code (+1-1) for code k, symbol j
 
walseq(j] is the total signal for walsh symbol j for the current
 
group
 
we will use this to compute the correlations with all the walsh
 
codes
 
*/
 
for (i=0; i<NWG; i++)  /* NWG = number of walsh groups in a frame
 */ 
{
 
numint = maxint*spread;  /* number of interfering users * spread

*/
 
k = walcode[i];
 
for (noises=0, j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)  /* for each walsh chip

*/
 
{
 
for (noisev=0,i0=0; i0<numint; i0++)
 
noisev+=ranl();  /* generate interference

*/
 
noises += noisev;  /* for sdev computation
 */ 
walseq[j) = walsh[k][j]*spread + noisev; /* j=symbol, k=group
 */ 
}
 
noisesum += noises;  /* for sdev computation
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noisesum2 += noises*noises;  /*  for sdev computation
 
noisen++;
 
if (noisev>noisemax) noisemax=noisev;  /* max symbol noise value
 
if (noisev<noisemin) noisemin=noisev;  /* min symbol noise value

*1 
if (noises>wnoisemax) wnoisemax=noises;  /* max group noise value

*1 
if (noises<wnoisemin) wnoisemin=noises;  /*  min group noise value

*1 
/* we have the walsh sequence for this 6-symbol code - do the
 
correlations
 
i  = 0..95  = walsh group being correlated
 
j  = 0..63  = walsh code being correlated against
 
k = 0..63  = walsh symbol number
 
*/
 
/* treat the correlations as integers! */
 
for (j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)
 
{
 
for (corr=0, k=0; k<NCHIPS; k++)
 
corr += walsh[j][k]*walseq[k];
 
walshcorr[i][j] = corr;  /* walshcorr is integer

*/
 
for (op=0;op<nopt;op++)
 
usecorr[i][j][op]=TRUE;  /* use all correlations
 
*/
 
}
 
/*  walshcorr[i][0..63] = the correlations for this group
 
*/
 
}
 
/*  walshcorr[0..93][0..63] = all the correlations for this frame
 
*/
 
/*  set walshsym[i] to walsh code with highest correlation for group i
 
*/
 
/*  for all groups, bit numbers and values set
 
walshs[group][bit][value] = walsh code with highest correlation
 
*/
 
/*  for all groups, bit numbers and values set
 
walshm[group][bit][value) = walsh code with highest correlation
 
magn. */
 
for (i=0; i<NWG; i++)  /* group */
 
{
 
for (j=0; j<6; j++)  /* bit */
 
{
 
bm = bitmask[j];
 
for (k=0; k<2; k++)  /* value */
 
{
 
1 = k*bm;
 
for (ms=mm=vs=vm=-9999,gp=0; gp<NCHIPS; gp++)
 
{ 
if ((gp&bm)==1)
 
{
 
wc=walshcorr[i][gp];
 
if (wc>vs)
 
{
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vs = wc;
 
ms = gp;
 
}
 
if (wc>vm)
 
{
 
vm = wc;
 
mm = gp;
 
}
 
else if (-wc>vm)
 
{
 
vm = -wc;
 
mm = gp;
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
walshm[i][j][k] = ms;
 
walshsv[i][j][k] = vs;
 
walshm[i][j][k] = mm;
 
walshmv[i][j][k] = vm;
 
}
 
/* we have max corrs for symbol value 0 and 1 - set [2] to largest */
 
if (walshsv[i][j][0] == walshsv[i][j][1)) /* choose the first
 
biggest one */
 
if (walshs[i][j][0] < walshs[i][j][1])
 
{
 
walshs[i][j][2] = walshs[i][j][0];
 
walshsv[i][j][2] = walshsv[i][j][0];
 
}
 
else
 
{
 
walshs[i][j][2] = walshs[i][j][1];
 
walshsv[i][j](2) = walshsv[i][j][1];
 
}
 
}
 
else
 
if (walshsv[i][j][0] > walshsv[i][j][1])
 
{
 
walshs[i][j][2] = walshs[i][j][0];
 
walshsv[i][j][2] = walshsv[i][j][0];
 
}
 
else
 
{
 
walshs[i][j][2] = walshs[i][j][1];
 
walshsv[i][j][2] = walshsv[i][j][1];
 
}
 
if (walshmv[i][j][0] == walshmv[i][j][1]) /* choose the first
 
biggest one */
 
{
 
if (walshm[i][j][0] < walshm[i][j][1])
 
{
 
walshm[i][j][2) = walshm[i][j][0];
 
walshmv[i][j][2] = walshmv[i][j][0];
 
}
 
else
 
{
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walshm[i][j)[2] = walshm[i][j][1];
 
walshmv[i][j][2] = walshmv[i][j][1];
 
}
 
}
 
else
 
if (walshmv[  i][j][0] > walshmv[i][j][1])
 
{
 
walshm[i][j  J[2] = walshm[i][j][0];
 
walshmv[i][  j][2] = walshmv[i][j][0];
 
}
 
else
 
{
 
walshm[i][j  ][2] = walshm[i][j][1];
 
walshmv[i][  j][2] = walshmv[i][j][1];
 
}
 
for (vs=vm=-9999,gp=0; gp<NCHIPS; gp++)
 
{
 
wc=walshcorr[i][gp];
 
if (wc>vs)
 
{
 
vs = wc;
 
ms = gp;
 
}
 
if (wc>vm)
 
{
 
vm = wc;
 
MM = gp;
 
}
 
if (-wc>vm)
 
{
 
vm = -wc;
 
mm = gp;
 
}
 
}
 
walshsym[i] = ms;
 
walshsymm[i] = mm;
 
if (ms != walcode[i]) badwalsh++;
 
if (mm != walcode[i]) badwalshm++;
 
if (debug)
 
printf("max corr[%3d] = w[%3o] = %3d,  lw[%30]:
 
=%4d\n",i,ms,vs,mm,vm);
 
}
 
/* output correlations if requested */
 
if (showcorr)
 
for (i=0; i<NWG; i++)
 
{
 
corr=walshcorr[i][walcode[i]];  /* correlation of actual code
 
printf("\ngroup %2d:  code=%2o,  corr=%d,  max=%2o,  maxm=%2o",
 
i,walcode[i],corr,walshsym[i],walshsymm[i]);
 
printf("\n  sgn: ");
 
for (j=0; j<6; j++)
 
printf ("%2o:%2o/%2o/%2o ",
 
bitmask[j],walshs[i][j][0],walshs[i][j][1],walshs[i][j][2]);
 
printf("\n  mag: ");
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for (j=0; j<6; j++)
 
printf ("%2o:%20/%20/%2o ",
 
bitmask[j],walshm[i][j][0),walshm[i][j][1],walshm[i][j][2]);
 
for (k=16, j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)
 
{
 
if (++k>=16)
 
{
 
printf("\n%2o: ",j);
 
k=0;
 
}
 
c = walshcorr[i][j];
 
printf("%4d",c);
 
}
 
putchar('\n');
 
}
 
/* now we start with the viterbi decoding */
 
if (showz)
 
printf("\nop:bit#=val (output time) {symbol# =group #(mask= value)
 
maxcorr>right group[ *)} ");
 
/* for each bit we have three "independent" symbols.  metric() computes
 
the
 
-logs of probability for each of the three symbols separately and
 
uses the
 
sum for our viterbi distance  */
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++) nout[op] = 0;  /* number of bits already
 
output */
 
for (n=0; n<nbits; n++)  /* n is bit number 0..nbits */
 
{
 
astate = ((astate<<l) + bit[n)) & 0377;  /* update the actual state
 
*/
 
if (debug)
 
{
 
printf("bit %3d: actual state=%3o, bits=",n,astate);
 
for (k=nout; k<=n; k++)
 
putchar(bit[kJ >0 ?  '1'  :  '0');
 
putchar('\n');
 
}
 
/*  n = bit number
 
i = 'to' state
 
j = 'from' state
 
newbit = desired new bit value
 
*/
 
for (i=0; i<=0377; i++)  /* the possible 'to' states */
 
{
 
newbit = i&l;
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++) minc[op) = 99999;
 
for (j=i>>1; j<=0377; j+=0200)  /* scan the possible 'from'
 
states */
 
{
 
if (debug2 && c<9999)  /* if debug print possible paths
 
{
 
printf("\nbit%3d:state%3o=>%3o ",n,j,i);
 
}
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metric(n,j,newbit);  /* metric sets metricv[0..nopt-1]

*1 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op])
 
{
 
c = metricv[op] + cost[j][op];
 
if (c < minc[op])  /* choose the minimum cost */
 
{
 
minc[op] = c;
 
oldstate[op] = j;
 
}
 
if (debug2 && c<9999.)  /* if debug print possible

paths */
 
{
 
printf("[%2d]+%4d->%5d,",op,metricv[op],c);
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
/* i=0..255 new state  j=0..255 old (from) state */
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op])
 
{
 
for (k=nout[op]; k<n; k++)  /* copy the bit history for the new

state */
 
{
 
vbits[i][k][op] = Vbits[oldstate[op]][k][op];
 
}
 
vbits[i][n][op] = newbit;
 
newcost[i][op] = minc[op];
 
if (debug && minc[op]<9999.)
 
{
 
printf("{%2d} %3d: st[% 3o<-% 3o]=% 5d / ",op,n,i,oldstate,minc[op]);
 
for(k=nout[op]; k<=n-8; k++) putchar((vbits[i][k][op]>0 ? '1'  :
 
'0'));
 
} 
}
 
}
 
/* to prevent conflict we used temporary variables for cost and bit
 
history
 
copy them to the real variables now */
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op])
 
{
 
for (i=0; i<256; i++)
 
{
 
cost[i][op]=newcost[i][op];
 
for (j=nout[op]; j<=n; j++) Vbits[i][j][op]=vbits[i][j][op];
 
}
 
/* now see if we can output any bits by checking all sets of previous
 
bits */
 
k=0;
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for (i=nout[op]; i<n; i++)
 
{
 
for (match=TRUE, m0=Vbits[0)(illop], j=1; j<256; j++)
 
{
 
if (m0 != Vbits[j)[i][op))
 
{ 
match=FALSE;
 
break;
 
}
 
}
 
if (!match)
 
break;
 
else
 
{
 
outbit[i][op] = m0;
 
outt[i][op] = n;
 
/* this is where we update our correlation tables to reflect what we now
 
believe to be the actual bit value - this is one contribution  */
 
if (forcez[op])
 
{
 
if (showz)
 
printf("\n%2d:b%4d=%d (%3d)%3o ",op,i,m0,n,state[op]);
 
for (j=0; j<3; j++)  /* the three convolutional symbols */
 
zerocorrs(i*3+j,d[j][state[op]][m0],op);
 
state[op] = ((state[op]<<l) + m0) & 0377;
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
nout[opj =i;
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op])
 
{
 
if (usezero)
 
{
 
/* If we have any bits left, output the ones that end in state 0 */
 
for (i=nout[op]; i<nbits; i++)
 
{
 
outbit[i][op] = Vbits[0][i][op];
 
outt[i][op] = n;
 
}
 
}
 
else
 
{
 
/* If we have any bits left, output the ones on lowest cost path */
 
for (temp=9999, i=0; i<256; i++)
 
if (cost[i][op]<temp)
 
{ 
temp = cost[i][op];
 
j = i;
 
}
 
for (i=nout[op]; i<nbits; i++)
 
{
 
outbit[i][op] = Vbits[0][i][op];
 
outt[i][op] = n;
 
}
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}
 
errorcount[op]=0;
 
}
 
/* tally errors and print output if desired */
 
for (i=0; i<NBITS; i++)
 
{
 
if (showout)
 
printf("\nbit[%3d]=%ld ",i,bit[i]);
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op])
 
{
 
m0 = (bit[i] == outbit[i)[op] ? 0  :  1);
 
errorcount[op] += m0;
 
if (showout)
 
{
 
printf("[%3d]=%ld%c  ",outt[i][op], outbit[i][op],(m0==0 ?  '  '  :
 
"'));
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
/* All done - print the statistics
 
printf("\n%4d: ",acount);
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
{
 
if (optflag[op])
 
printf("%3d ",errorcount[op]);
 
else
 
printf("  ");
 
}
 
noisevar = (noisesum2  (noisesum*noisesum)/(noisen-2))/(noisen-2);
 
/* note: all noise is relative to expected corr value of 256
 
print noise sd relative to signal (256) in dB

*/
 
nsddb  = 10*log10(((double) 65536.)/noisevar);
 
printf(" n %4d %4d  %4.11f  wn %5d %5d b %3d",
 
noisemin,noisemax,
 
nsddb,
 
wnoisemin,wnoisemax,
 
badwalsh);
 
int ran0()  /* returns 011 */
 
{
 
return (rand()<16384 ? 0: 1);
 
}
 
int ranl()  /* returns +1-1 */
 
{
 
return (rand()<16384 ? -1: 1);
 
}
 
double ranu()  /* returns -U(0,1) */
 
{
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return rand()/32768.;
 
}
 
double rang()  /* returns RV -N(0,1) by computing  sum of 12 RVs
 
-U(-.5,.5) */
 
{
 
int i;
 
double sum;
 
for (sum=0.,i=0; i<12; i++)
 
{
 
sum += rand()/32767.;
 
}
 
return (sum-6.);
 
}
 
/* after we have "determined" the symbol value of a given symbol, zero

all
 
correlations which don't agree with this symbol value */
 
void zerocorrs(symbolnumber,symbolval,op)
 
int symbolnumber;
 
int symbolval;
 
int op;
 
{
 
int i,wc,bm,vm,i0,i1;
 
int groupnumber, bitnumber;
 
/* convert symbolnumber to groupnumber, bit number */
 
i0 = symbolnumber/32;
 
it = symbolnumber - 32*i0;
 
i = il*18+i0;
 
groupnumber = i/6;
 
bitnumber = i - groupnumber*6;
 
bm = bitmask(bitnumber];
 
vm = (symbolval == 0 ? 0  :  bm);
 
if (showz)
 
printf("%4o=%2d(%2o=%1d) %2o > %2o %lc ",
 
symbolnumber,groupnumber,bm,symbolval,walshsym(groupnumber],
 
walcode[ groupnumber],((walcode(groupnumberi&bm)==vm ?  '  :  '*'));

for (i=0; i <NCHIPS; i++)
 
/*  if (((i&bm)==0 ? 0  :  1)!= symbolval) */
 
if ((i&bm)!=vm)
 
{
 
usecorr[groupnumber][illop] = FALSE;
 
/*  if (showz)
 
printf("%3o,",i); */
 
}
 
}
 
/* compute the viterbi "distance"
 
bitnum  = number of bit being considered
 
oldstate = from state
 
bitval  = new bit value
 
*/
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void metric(bitnum,oldstate,bitval)
 
int bitnum,oldstate;
 
char bitval;
 
{
 
int i,j,k,op,sumd,wg,ws,wgg;
 
int maxs, maxm;
  /* global max signed and magnitude */
 
int symbolnumber,groupnumber,bitnumber,bm,p,bv,sv,mv;
 
char showmet[MAXOPTIONS);
 
if (showmetric)
 
printf( " \nmetric( %3d, %3o, %ld): ",bitnum, oldstate, bitval);
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
{
 
metricv[op] =0;
 
showmet[op) = showmetric & (cost[oldstate][op)<9999);
 
}
 
for (i=0; i<3; i++)
 
{
 
symbolnumber = bitnum*3 + i;  /* select related symbol */

by = d[i][oldstate][bitval];
  /* expected symbol value [011) */
 
/* incorporate the symbolvalue mapping code here, to allow us to
 
look at a vector of "values" instead of a single number
 
convert symbolnumber to groupnumber, bit number for correlation array
 
j = symbolnumber/32;
 
k = symbolnumber - 32*j;
 
k = k*18+j;
 
groupnumber = k/6;  /* walsh group */
 
bitnumber = k - groupnumber*6;  /* symbol within walsh group */
 
bm=bitmask[bitnumber];  /* bit mask to select symbol from
 
group */
 
mv= by * bm;  /* value masked number should have

*/
 
if (showmetric) printf("\nmetrics: ");
 
for (op=0; op<nopt; op++)
 
if (optflag[op))
 
{
 
switch (op)
 
{
 
case 0:
 
case 1:
 
/* full corr, signed */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%d:corrs[%3d(%3o)]:",op,groupnumber,bm);
 
wg = walshs[groupnumber][bitnumber][bv];
 
if (usecorr[groupnumber][wg][op))
 
sumd = walshsv[groupnumber][bitnumber][bv);
 
else
 
{
 
for (sumd=-9999,j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)  /* sumd = max correlation
 
bit=bv */
 
{
 
if (usecorr[groupnumber][j][op])
 
{
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sv = ((j&bm) == 0 ? 0  1);
 :
 
if (sv == by)
 
{
 
p = walshcorr[groupnumber][j];
 
if (p>sumd) sumd=p;
 
} 
}
 
if (showmet[op) & debug)
 
printf("%4d%c",p,(sv==0 ?  :  ';'));
 
}
 
}
 
metricv[op) -= sumd;
 
if (showmetric) printf("%d:%4d ",op,metricv[op]);
 
break;
 
case 2:
 
case 3:
 
/* full corr, magn */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%d:corrs[%3d(%3o)]:",op,groupnumber,bm);
 
wg = walshm[groupnumber][bitnumber][by];
 
if (usecorr[groupnumber][wg][op])
 
sumd = walshmy[groupnumber][bitnumber][by);
 
else
 
{
 
for (sumd=-9999,j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)  /* sumd = max correlation
 
bit=by */
 
{
 
if (usecorr[groupnumber][j][op))
 
{
 
sv = ((j&bm) == 0 ? 0  1);
 :
 
if (sv == by)
 
{
 
p = walshcorr[groupnumber][j];
 
if (p<O) p=-p;  /* magnitude */
 
if (p>sumd) sumd=p;
 
}
 
}
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf( " %4d %c ",p,(sv = =0 ?
  ';));
 
}
 
}
 
metricv[op] -= sumd;
 
if (showmetric) printf("%d:%4d ",op,metricy[op]);
 
break;
 
case 4:
 
case 5:
 
/* hard decode, signed */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%d:corrs[%3d(%3o)]:",op,groupnumber,bm);
 
wg = walshsym[groupnumber);
 
if (!usecorr[groupnumber][wg][op])
 
{
 
for (sumd=-9999,j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)  /* sumd = max correlation */
 
{
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if (usecorr[groupnumber][j][op])
 
{
 
p = walshcorr[groupnumber][j];
 
if (p>sumd)
 
{
 
sumd=p;
 
wg = j;  /* walsh group number with largest corr */
 
}
 
}
 
}
 
sv = ((wg&bm) == 0 ? 0  :  1);
 
if (sv != by) metricv[op) + +;  /* increment metric if not desired

value */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%4d%c",p,(sv==0 ?  :  ';'));
 
if (showmetric) printf("%d:%4d ",op,metricy[op]);
 
break;
 
case 6:
 
case 7:
 
/* hard decode, magn */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%d:corrs[%3d(%3o)]:",op,groupnumber,bm);
 
wg = walshsymm[groupnumber];
 
if (!usecorr[groupnumber][wg][opp
 
{
 
for (sumd=-9999,j=0; j<NCHIPS; j++)  sumd = max correlation
 
{  /* 
if (usecorr[groupnumber][j][op])
 
{
 
p = walshcorr[groupnumber][j];
 
if (p<O) p = -p;
 
if (p>sumd)
 
{
 
sumd=p;
 
wg = j;  /* walsh group number with largest corr
 
}
 
}
 
sv = ((wg&bm) == 0 ? 0  :  1);
 
if (sv != bv) metricv[op]++;  /* increment metric if not desired

value */
 
if (showmet[op] & debug)
 
printf("%4d%c",p,(sy==0 ?
  ';'));
 
if (showmetric) printf("%d:%4d fl,op,metricv[op]);
 
break;
 
default:
 
printf("\n---- error: metric has op=%2d >nopt= %2d \n ",op,nopt);
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1
 /* P[code sent  correlation = nc]
 
1
 = (P[correlation = nc  code sent] * P[code sent))/P[correlation =
 
nc]
 
assume P[code sent]  = 1/NCHIPS  scaled to 1
 
P[code not sent] = (NCHIPS-1)/NCHIPS scaled to NCHIPS-1
 
P[correlation = nc  code sent]  = k * exp( -((nc ­
1
 
ecorr)/sigma)^2  )
 
P[correlation = nc  code not sent] = k * exp( -((nc - 0)/sigma)^2

1
 
where sigma is the standard deviation expected. 
)
 
Since sigma depends
 
on
 
the number of interfering users, which we don't know in advance, we
 
approximate it by variable sigma.  k will disappear in

normalization.
 
pl = P[correlation = nc  code sent]
 
p2 = P[correlation = nc  code not sent)
 
p3 = P[correlation = nc  code sent] * P[code sent]
 
+ P[correlation = nc  code not sent] * P[code not sent]
 
= P[correlation = nc)
 
prob(nc) = pl/p3;

*/
 
int prob(nc)
 
int nc;
 
{
 
double pl, p2, p3, p4, dl, d2;
 
int p;
 
dl = nc  ecorr;
 
d1/= sigma;
 
pl = exp(-dl*d1);
 
d2 = nc;
 
d2/= sigma;
 
p2 = exp(-d2*d2);
 
p3 = pl+p2*(NCHIPS-1);
 
if (p3>0) p4 = pl/p3;
 
else p4=(nc>ecorr ? 1.  :  0.);
 
p = (p4 < 1 ? p4*pscale : pscale);
  /* returns scaled integer */

if (showprobs & debug2)
 
{
 
if (p4>0 && p4<1.0)
 
printf ("prob(%4d) (%4.01f) %9.11e  (%4.01f) %9.11e  %9.11e %6d\n",
 
nc,dl,pl,d2,p2,p4,p);
 
}
 
return p;
 
}
 